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Abstract
The smooth (resp. metric and complex) Nielsen Realization Problem for K3 surfaces
M asks: when can a finite group G of mapping classes of M be realized by a finite
group of diffeomorphisms (resp. isometries of a Ricci-flat metric, or automorphisms of a
complex structure)? We solve the metric and complex versions of Nielsen Realization,
and we solve the smooth version for involutions. Unlike the case of 2-manifolds, some
G are realizable and some are not, and the answer depends on the category of structure
preserved. In particular, Dehn twists are not realizable by finite order diffeomorphisms.
We introduce a computable invariant LG that determines in many cases whether G is
realizable or not, and apply this invariant to construct an S4 action by isometries of some
Ricci-flat metric on M that preserves no complex structure.
We also show that the subgroups of Diff(M ) of a given prime order p which fix pointwise some positive-definite 3-plane in H2 (M ; R) and preserve some complex structure on
M form a single conjugacy class in Diff(M ) (it is known that then p ∈ {2, 3, 5, 7}).
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Introduction

Let M be a closed, oriented, smooth manifold. The (smooth) mapping class group of M
is the group Mod(M ) := π0 (Diff + (M )) of smooth isotopy classes of orientation-preserving
diffeomorphisms of M . The Nielsen Realization Problem asks if the natural map Diff + (M ) →
Mod(M ) has a section over any finite subgroup G ⊂ Mod(M ); that is, does any finite group
of mapping classes arise as a finite group of diffeomorphisms? When there is such a section
we say that G is realized as a group of diffeomorphisms. Whenever M admits a particular
kind of structure, there is a corresponding Nielsen realization problem. For example, one can
also ask:
Metric Nielsen Realization: Suppose that M admits a distinguished class C of metrics.
Given a finite subgroup G ⊂ Mod(M ), does there exist a lift of G to Diff(M ), and a metric
g ∈ C, such that G ⊆ Isom(M, g)?
Complex Nielsen Realization: Given a finite subgroup G ⊂ Mod(M ), does there exist
a lift of G to Diff(M ), and a complex structure J on M , such that G ⊆ Aut(M, J)?
For M a closed, oriented surface Σg , a positive answer in all categories was given by
Fenchel for cyclic G and by Kerckhoff in general: any finite subgroup G ⊂ Mod(Σg ) is
realized by a group of automorphisms of both a complex structure on Σg and its associated
constant curvature metric.
In this paper we consider the Nielsen Realization Problem for K3 surfaces M . These
admit both complex structures and Ricci-flat metrics. We solve the metric and complex
Nielsen Realization (Theorem 1.2) problems; we solve the smooth version for involutions
(Theorem 1.8); and we give partial progress in general. Unlike the case of 2-manifolds, some
G are realizable and some are not, and the answer depends on the category of structure
preserved. We introduce a computable invariant LG that determines in many cases if G
is realizable or not. Two other results are: the classification of prime order subgroups of
Diff(M ) that preserve some complex structure and pointwise fix a positive definite 3-plane
in H2 (M ; R); and a characterization of “Nikulin type” involutions in Diff(M ).

1.1

A computable invariant

Recall that a K3 surface is a closed, simply-connected complex surface that admits a nowhere
vanishing holomorphic 2-form. It is known that any two K3 surfaces are diffeomorphic (see
for example [BPHV], Cor. 8.6); we call this diffeomorphism type the K3 manifold. We fix one
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such M throughout this paper. It is also true that, as Friedman-Morgan have shown ([FM],
Ch. VII Cor. 3.5), any complex structure on M turns it into a K3 surface. The manifold M
has a natural fundamental class [M ] ∈ H4 (M ; Z): it is the one for which the signature of M
is −16. So every diffeomorphism of M is necessarily orientation-preserving.
It is known that H2 (M ) := H2 (M ; Z) ∼
= Z22 , and that H2 (M ) as a lattice equipped with
the symmetric, bilinear intersection pairing (with respect to the above-mentioned orientation)
H2 (M ) × H2 (M ) → Z,

(a, b) 7→ a · b

is isomorphic to the K3 lattice U⊕3 ⊕ E8 (−1)⊕2 , where U denotes the hyperbolic lattice
(which has two isotropic generators e, f with e · f = 1), the term E8 (−1) denotes the E8 lattice whose pairing has been multiplied with −1, and ⊕ stands for the orthogonal direct
sum. In particular H2 (M ) has signature type (3, 19). We will often write Λ for the lattice
H2 (M ) and ΛR for Λ ⊗ R when R is an abelian group. Note that the group O(Λ) of
automorphisms of Λ is an arithmetic lattice in the real semisimple Lie group O(ΛR ).
The natural action of Diff(M ) on Λ factors through an orthogonal representation ρ :
Mod(M ) → O(Λ). According to Donaldson ([D-or] (3.20) and Definition (3.24)), the tautological 3-plane bundle over the space Gr3+ (ΛR ) of positive-definite 3-planes in ΛR comes
with a natural orientation (which we shall call a spinor orientation), so that ρ will take its
values in the subgroup of g ∈ O(Λ) that preserve this orientation. This subgroup is of index
two in O(Λ) and will be denoted by O+ (Λ). For example, if v ∈ Λ is such that v · v = −2
(we will refer to such a v as a (−2)-vector in Λ), then the orthogonal reflection with respect
to v is given by x ∈ Λ 7→ x + (v · x)v and lies in O+ (Λ). Such a reflection is the image under
ρ of a “2-dimensional Dehn twist” about a 2-sphere in M (see [Se] for a precise definition of
these). Since these reflections generate all of O+ (Λ), the representation ρ has image O+ (Λ)
(see [Bo] and [Ma1]).
The theory of complex K3 surfaces produces many finite subgroups G ⊂ Mod(G) that
are realizable by complex (even Kähler) automorphisms. The question is whether or not
these are the only realizable finite subgroups G ⊂ Mod(M ). We now introduce an invariant
to help answer this question.
Let G ⊂ O+ (Λ) be a finite subgroup. Since Gr3+ (ΛR ) is the symmetric space of O+ (ΛR ) it
is nonpositively curved, and so G will have a fixed point in this space. In other words, G will
leave invariant a positive definite 3-plane P ⊂ ΛR . Since G also preserves the orientation of
P , the representation ρ restricts to a representation ρP : G → SO(P ). The image ρP (G) will
be conjugate to one of the familiar groups: cyclic (this includes the trivial group), dihedral,
tetrahedral, octahedral or icosahedral. Note that only the last three cases yield an irreducible
representation.
Let IG ⊂ ΛR be the sum of the irreducible R[G]-submodules of the type that appear in P .
As our notation intends to suggest, this subspace (in contrast to P ) is canonically associated
with G.
Definition 1.1 (The invariant LG ). Define LG to be the following sublattice of Λ:
LG := I⊥
G ∩ Λ.
The sublattice LG is clearly negative definite and G-invariant. It is easily computable.
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1.2

Metric and complex Nielsen Realization

Siu [Siu] proved that every complex K3 surface M admits a Kähler metric and Yau [Yau]
proved that for every Kähler metric on M there is a unique Ricci-flat Kähler metric in its
cohomology class. These Ricci-flat metrics play the same role for K3 surfaces that constant
curvature metrics play for Riemann surfaces. If a finite group G ⊂ Diff(M ) preserves some
complex structure on M then one can take a G-average of a Kähler metric and then apply
Yau’s theorem to find a G-invariant, Ricci-flat Kähler metric. Thus there are basically three
Nielsen Realization problems for K3 surfaces, each stronger than the previous: realization
by diffeomorphisms of M ; realization by isometries of some Ricci-flat metric on M ; and
realization by complex automorphism of M .
For the complex and Ricci-flat categories there is an associated Teichmüller space, which
is particularly nice in the Ricci-flat case. For our purposes the latter case is the most relevant.
Let Teich(M ) denote the moduli space of smooth isotopy classes of unit volume, Ricci-flat
metrics on M ; thus two such metrics define the same point of Teich(M ) if one is the pullback
of the other via a diffeomorphism of M isotopic to the identity. The space Teich(M ) comes
equipped with a natural Mod(M )-action. It also comes with a period map: for a (Ricci-flat)
Riemann metric on M , its space of self-dual harmonic 2-forms defines a positive definite
3-plane in H 2 (M ; R); its orthogonal complement is negative definite and is defined by the
space anti-self-dual harmonic 2-forms. Identifying H 2 (M ; R) with ΛR via Poincaré duality,
this gives a map
P : Teich(M ) → Gr3+ (ΛR ).

Since the codomain of P is the symmetric space for O(ΛR ), the group O+ (Λ) acts properly
discontinuously on it.
We will need some known properties of P which we recall in more detail in Proposition
2.1. The image of P is the subset U ⊂ Gr3+ (ΛR ) given by the set of all positive-definite
3-planes not perpendicular to a (−2)-vector. This U is a simply-connected open subset
of Gr3+ (ΛR ). The natural action of Diff(M ) on Λ factors through a representation ρ :
Mod(M ) → O+ (Λ) whose kernel I(M ) := ker(ρ) is called the Torelli subgroup of Mod(M ).
The map P is obviously Mod(M )-equivariant, with Mod(M ) acting on Gr3+ (ΛR ) via ρ.
It maps every connected component of Teich(M ) homeomorphically onto U , thus making
Teich(M ) a smooth manifold of dimension 3·19 = 57. If Teich(M )o is a connected component
of Teich(M ), then the Mod(M )-stabilizer Mod(M )o of Teich(M )o maps isomorphically onto
O+ (Λ). Thus Mod(M ) acquires the structure of a semi-direct product
Mod(M ) = I(M ) o Mod(M )o ∼
= I(M ) o O+ (Λ)
and gives a corresponding description of Teich(M ) as a Mod(M )-manifold:
Teich(M ) ∼
= Mod(M ) ×Mod(M )o U.
In particular, I(M ) permutes simply-transitively the connected components of Teich(M ).
A finite subgroup of Diff(M ) that fixes some Ricci-flat metric on M always fixes a point
of Teich(M ) and hence a connected component of Teich(M ). In view of the preceding it
is then natural to consider the metric Nielsen Realization problem for finite subgroups of
O+ (Λ), although this is clearly a priori not the same as the corresponding problem for
finite subgroups of Mod(M ). The following theorem solves this version of the Ricci-flat and
4

complex versions of the Nielsen Realization problem for K3 surfaces. The answer to the
homological version is in terms of the invariant LG only.
Theorem 1.2 (Metric and complex Nielsen Realization). Let M be a K3 manifold
and let G be a finite subgroup of O+ (Λ).
1. G lifts to the group of isometries of a Ricci-flat metric on M if and only if LG contains
no (−2)-vectors.
2. G lifts to the group of automorphisms of some complex structure on M endowed with
a Ricci-flat Kähler metric (making it a Kähler-Einstein K3 surface) if and only if LG
contains no (−2)-vectors and in addition the trivial representation appears in L⊥
G . In
this case the complex structure can be chosen so that M is projective and G acts by
algebraic automorphisms.
If instead G is given rather as a finite subgroup of Mod(M ), then a necessary and sufficient
condition for it to lift as in Case 1 (resp. Case 2) is that G satisfies the homological conditions stated in that case and also preserves a connected component of the Teichmüller space
Teich(M ).
Remark 1.3. We do not know whether conversely, a finite subgroup G ⊂ Diff(M ) necessarily
preserves a connected component of Teich(M ), or equivalently (by Theorem 1.2 above) a
Ricci-flat metric. Perhaps this might be proved by choosing a G-invariant metric and then
use the Ricci flow to deform it equivariantly into a G-invariant Ricci-flat metric. (As ShingTung Yau pointed out to us, it suffices that one ends up with a metric of nonnegative scalar
curvature, since for a K3 manifold this implies Ricci-flatness.)
The following result shows that the metric and complex versions of Nielsen Realization
are different.
Theorem 1.4 (Ricci-flat but not complex). There exists a subgroup G ⊂ O+ (Λ) isomorphic to the alternating group A4 that can be realized as a group of isometries of some
Ricci-flat metric on M , but that preserves no complex structure on M .
The proof of Theorem 1.4 is an example of both a constructive and an obstructive application of Theorem 1.2: the latter result implies that, to find the required example, it suffices
to find a subgroup G ⊂ O+ (Λ) such that LG contains no (−2)-vector and L⊥
G contains no
G-fixed vector. This is a linear algebra problem.
Prime order subgroups. When G pointwise fixes a positive-definite 3-plane, it will also
fix a vector in Λ with positive self-intersection, and then both parts of Theorem 1.2 can
be refined: an invariant Ricci-flat metric is always accompanied by an invariant complex
structure for which this is a Kähler metric. We also note that Theorem 1.2 implies the
following.
Corollary 1.5. A cyclic subgroup G ⊂ Diff(M ) of prime order that leaves invariant a connected component of Teich(M ) and a positive-definite 3-plane P ⊂ ΛR but acts nontrivially
on P , preserves a Ricci-flat metric.
Indeed, in this case LG = {0} and so the assumption of part (1) is trivially satisfied. For
this reason we will mostly focus on the case when G fixes a positive-definite 3-plane in ΛR
pointwise.(1 ) Here part (2) of Theorem 1.2 can be both refined and be made more concrete.
1

In the literature, this condition is often called symplectic.
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We first state a general result, and then indicate how these are realized on elliptically fibered
K3 surfaces. We should add however, that this is essentially hidden in the K3 literature
and so here our main contribution is to bring this to light and to present this in a uniform
manner.
Theorem 1.6 (Single conjugacy class). Let M be a K3 manifold. Let G ⊂ Diff(M ) have
prime order p and fix pointwise a positive-definite 3-plane in ΛR and a complex structure
on M (or equivalently, a Ricci-flat metric). Then p ∈ {2, 3, 5, 7} and for each such p, the
subgroups of Diff(M ) as above make up a single conjugacy class in Diff(M ). Each such G
can be realized geometrically inside the Mordell-Weil group of an elliptic fibration (see below).
To elaborate on the last point (and as will be described in detail in Subsection 4.7),
for each (p, ν) ∈ {(2, 8), (3, 6), (5, 4), (7, 3)} there exists a complex K3 surface X, elliptically
fibered with ν fibers of Kodaira type Ip and ν fibers of type I1 (2 ), admitting an automorphism
of order p; see Figure 1. This automorphism is then realized inside its Mordell-Weil group
(i.e. the group of automorphisms that preserve each fiber and act on it as a translation): it
acts in each Ip -fiber as a nontrivial ‘rotation’ (but not necessarily over the same angle - see
below). It also acts nontrivially in each I1 -fiber by “rotation” of the rational curve, fixing its
unique singular point. See Figure 1. This accounts for all the G-fixed points on M .
The proof of Theorem 1.6, which as we noted above is implicit in the literature, involves
a substantial amount of nontrivial lattice theory. We will treat this aspect in a way that is
both more conceptual and less computational than in the sources of which we are aware (so
that this part might also be of some use for readers mostly interested in K3 surfaces). Along
the way we find a construction of the Coxeter-Todd lattice that is possibly new.

P1

P1

P1
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sha1_base64="V/Cm06mwjQo33WF7MJvnlqgVbNw=">AAAB83icbVDLSgMxFL1TX3V8VV26CRbBVZlxoxux6MZlBfuATi2ZNNOGZjIhyQhl6G+4caGoW7/DvRvxb8y0XWjrgcDhnHu5JyeUnGnjed9OYWl5ZXWtuO5ubG5t75R29xo6SRWhdZLwRLVCrClngtYNM5y2pKI4DjlthsOr3G/eU6VZIm7NSNJOjPuCRYxgY6UgiLEZhGFWG9/53VLZq3gToEXiz0j54sM9l69fbq1b+gx6CUljKgzhWOu270nTybAyjHA6doNUU4nJEPdp21KBY6o72STzGB1ZpYeiRNknDJqovzcyHGs9ikM7mWfU814u/ue1UxOddTImZGqoINNDUcqRSVBeAOoxRYnhI0swUcxmRWSAFSbG1uTaEvz5Ly+SxknF9yr+jVeuXsIURTiAQzgGH06hCtdQgzoQkPAAT/DspM6j8+K8TUcLzmxnH/7Aef8BRSaU0A==</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="iK3s/g5psdY4eXy3H3uvGYSTTpU=">AAAB83icbVBNS8NAFHypX7V+VT16WSyCp5J40WPRi8cKthWaWDbbl3bpZhN2N0IJ/RtePCji1T/jzX/jps1BWwcWhpn3eLMTpoJr47rfTmVtfWNzq7pd29nd2z+oHx51dZIphh2WiEQ9hFSj4BI7hhuBD6lCGocCe+HkpvB7T6g0T+S9maYYxHQkecQZNVby/ZiacRjm7dmjN6g33KY7B1klXkkaUKI9qH/5w4RlMUrDBNW677mpCXKqDGcCZzU/05hSNqEj7FsqaYw6yOeZZ+TMKkMSJco+achc/b2R01jraRzaySKjXvYK8T+vn5noKsi5TDODki0ORZkgJiFFAWTIFTIjppZQprjNStiYKsqMralmS/CWv7xKuhdNz216d26jdV3WUYUTOIVz8OASWnALbegAgxSe4RXenMx5cd6dj8VoxSl3juEPnM8f5FCRjw==</latexit>
sha1_base64="c0NYiVKCOWhcNB+MqQtqXlfcxIs=">AAAB83icbVDLSgMxFL3js46vqks3wSK4KhM3uhGLblxWsA/ojCWTZtrQTGZIMkIZCn6FGxeKuPU73Lvzb8y0XWjrgcDhnHu5JydMBdfG876dpeWV1bX10oa7ubW9s1ve22/qJFOUNWgiEtUOiWaCS9Yw3AjWThUjcShYKxxeF37rgSnNE3lnRikLYtKXPOKUGCv5fkzMIAzz+vged8sVr+pNgBYJnpHK5ad78QgA9W75y+8lNIuZNFQQrTvYS02QE2U4FWzs+plmKaFD0mcdSyWJmQ7ySeYxOrZKD0WJsk8aNFF/b+Qk1noUh3ayyKjnvUL8z+tkJjoPci7TzDBJp4eiTCCToKIA1OOKUSNGlhCquM2K6IAoQo2tybUl4PkvL5LmaRV7VXzrVWpXMEUJDuEITgDDGdTgBurQAAopPMELvDqZ8+y8Oe/T0SVntnMAf+B8/ABTl5Nc</latexit>
sha1_base64="V/Cm06mwjQo33WF7MJvnlqgVbNw=">AAAB83icbVDLSgMxFL1TX3V8VV26CRbBVZlxoxux6MZlBfuATi2ZNNOGZjIhyQhl6G+4caGoW7/DvRvxb8y0XWjrgcDhnHu5JyeUnGnjed9OYWl5ZXWtuO5ubG5t75R29xo6SRWhdZLwRLVCrClngtYNM5y2pKI4DjlthsOr3G/eU6VZIm7NSNJOjPuCRYxgY6UgiLEZhGFWG9/53VLZq3gToEXiz0j54sM9l69fbq1b+gx6CUljKgzhWOu270nTybAyjHA6doNUU4nJEPdp21KBY6o72STzGB1ZpYeiRNknDJqovzcyHGs9ikM7mWfU814u/ue1UxOddTImZGqoINNDUcqRSVBeAOoxRYnhI0swUcxmRWSAFSbG1uTaEvz5Ly+SxknF9yr+jVeuXsIURTiAQzgGH06hCtdQgzoQkPAAT/DspM6j8+K8TUcLzmxnH/7Aef8BRSaU0A==</latexit>

P1

P1

•

•

•

<latexit sha1_base64="iK3s/g5psdY4eXy3H3uvGYSTTpU=">AAAB83icbVBNS8NAFHypX7V+VT16WSyCp5J40WPRi8cKthWaWDbbl3bpZhN2N0IJ/RtePCji1T/jzX/jps1BWwcWhpn3eLMTpoJr47rfTmVtfWNzq7pd29nd2z+oHx51dZIphh2WiEQ9hFSj4BI7hhuBD6lCGocCe+HkpvB7T6g0T+S9maYYxHQkecQZNVby/ZiacRjm7dmjN6g33KY7B1klXkkaUKI9qH/5w4RlMUrDBNW677mpCXKqDGcCZzU/05hSNqEj7FsqaYw6yOeZZ+TMKkMSJco+achc/b2R01jraRzaySKjXvYK8T+vn5noKsi5TDODki0ORZkgJiFFAWTIFTIjppZQprjNStiYKsqMralmS/CWv7xKuhdNz216d26jdV3WUYUTOIVz8OASWnALbegAgxSe4RXenMx5cd6dj8VoxSl3juEPnM8f5FCRjw==</latexit>
sha1_base64="c0NYiVKCOWhcNB+MqQtqXlfcxIs=">AAAB83icbVDLSgMxFL3js46vqks3wSK4KhM3uhGLblxWsA/ojCWTZtrQTGZIMkIZCn6FGxeKuPU73Lvzb8y0XWjrgcDhnHu5JydMBdfG876dpeWV1bX10oa7ubW9s1ve22/qJFOUNWgiEtUOiWaCS9Yw3AjWThUjcShYKxxeF37rgSnNE3lnRikLYtKXPOKUGCv5fkzMIAzz+vged8sVr+pNgBYJnpHK5ad78QgA9W75y+8lNIuZNFQQrTvYS02QE2U4FWzs+plmKaFD0mcdSyWJmQ7ySeYxOrZKD0WJsk8aNFF/b+Qk1noUh3ayyKjnvUL8z+tkJjoPci7TzDBJp4eiTCCToKIA1OOKUSNGlhCquM2K6IAoQo2tybUl4PkvL5LmaRV7VXzrVWpXMEUJDuEITgDDGdTgBurQAAopPMELvDqZ8+y8Oe/T0SVntnMAf+B8/ABTl5Nc</latexit>
sha1_base64="V/Cm06mwjQo33WF7MJvnlqgVbNw=">AAAB83icbVDLSgMxFL1TX3V8VV26CRbBVZlxoxux6MZlBfuATi2ZNNOGZjIhyQhl6G+4caGoW7/DvRvxb8y0XWjrgcDhnHu5JyeUnGnjed9OYWl5ZXWtuO5ubG5t75R29xo6SRWhdZLwRLVCrClngtYNM5y2pKI4DjlthsOr3G/eU6VZIm7NSNJOjPuCRYxgY6UgiLEZhGFWG9/53VLZq3gToEXiz0j54sM9l69fbq1b+gx6CUljKgzhWOu270nTybAyjHA6doNUU4nJEPdp21KBY6o72STzGB1ZpYeiRNknDJqovzcyHGs9ikM7mWfU814u/ue1UxOddTImZGqoINNDUcqRSVBeAOoxRYnhI0swUcxmRWSAFSbG1uTaEvz5Ly+SxknF9yr+jVeuXsIURTiAQzgGH06hCtdQgzoQkPAAT/DspM6j8+K8TUcLzmxnH/7Aef8BRSaU0A==</latexit>

sha1_base64="RiPN/GkDFd+CFOVkt+embGrEawk=">AAACDnicbVC7TgJBFJ3FF+Jr1dJmI5BYkV0aLYk2lpjII2EJmR0uMGH2kZm7KtnwBTb+io2Fxtha2/k3zi5bKHiSSU7Oua85XiS4Qtv+Ngpr6xubW8Xt0s7u3v6BeXjUVmEsGbRYKELZ9agCwQNoIUcB3UgC9T0BHW96lfqdO5CKh8EtziLo+3Qc8BFnFLU0MKsuwgNmcxIJw3lScRmXTACVMryXfDzByrw0MMt2zc5grRInJ2WSozkwv9xhyGIfAmSCKtVz7Aj7CZXI9ex5yY0VRJRN6Rh6mgbUB9VPsjPmVlUrQ2sUSv0CtDL1d0dCfaVmvqcrfYoTteyl4n9eL8bRRT/hQRQjBGyxaBQLC0MrzcYacgkMxUwTyiTXt1psQiVlqBNMQ3CWv7xK2vWaY9ecm3q5cZnHUSQn5JScEYeckwa5Jk3SIow8kmfySt6MJ+PFeDc+FqUFI+85Jn9gfP4Abvmc7w==</latexit>
sha1_base64="RiPN/GkDFd+CFOVkt+embGrEawk=">A

P1

<latexit sha1_base64="iK3s/g5psdY4eXy3H3uvGYSTTpU=">AAAB83icbVBNS8NAFHypX7V+VT16WSyCp5J40WPRi8cKthWaWDbbl3bpZhN2N0IJ/RtePCji1T/jzX/jps1BWwcWhpn3eLMTpoJr47rfTmVtfWNzq7pd29nd2z+oHx51dZIphh2WiEQ9hFSj4BI7hhuBD6lCGocCe+HkpvB7T6g0T+S9maYYxHQkecQZNVby/ZiacRjm7dmjN6g33KY7B1klXkkaUKI9qH/5w4RlMUrDBNW677mpCXKqDGcCZzU/05hSNqEj7FsqaYw6yOeZZ+TMKkMSJco+achc/b2R01jraRzaySKjXvYK8T+vn5noKsi5TDODki0ORZkgJiFFAWTIFTIjppZQprjNStiYKsqMralmS/CWv7xKuhdNz216d26jdV3WUYUTOIVz8OASWnALbegAgxSe4RXenMx5cd6dj8VoxSl3juEPnM8f5FCRjw==</latexit>
sha1_base64="c0NYiVKCOWhcNB+MqQtqXlfcxIs=">AAAB83icbVDLSgMxFL3js46vqks3wSK4KhM3uhGLblxWsA/ojCWTZtrQTGZIMkIZCn6FGxeKuPU73Lvzb8y0XWjrgcDhnHu5JydMBdfG876dpeWV1bX10oa7ubW9s1ve22/qJFOUNWgiEtUOiWaCS9Yw3AjWThUjcShYKxxeF37rgSnNE3lnRikLYtKXPOKUGCv5fkzMIAzz+vged8sVr+pNgBYJnpHK5ad78QgA9W75y+8lNIuZNFQQrTvYS02QE2U4FWzs+plmKaFD0mcdSyWJmQ7ySeYxOrZKD0WJsk8aNFF/b+Qk1noUh3ayyKjnvUL8z+tkJjoPci7TzDBJp4eiTCCToKIA1OOKUSNGlhCquM2K6IAoQo2tybUl4PkvL5LmaRV7VXzrVWpXMEUJDuEITgDDGdTgBurQAAopPMELvDqZ8+y8Oe/T0SVntnMAf+B8/ABTl5Nc</latexit>
sha1_base64="V/Cm06mwjQo33WF7MJvnlqgVbNw=">AAAB83icbVDLSgMxFL1TX3V8VV26CRbBVZlxoxux6MZlBfuATi2ZNNOGZjIhyQhl6G+4caGoW7/DvRvxb8y0XWjrgcDhnHu5JyeUnGnjed9OYWl5ZXWtuO5ubG5t75R29xo6SRWhdZLwRLVCrClngtYNM5y2pKI4DjlthsOr3G/eU6VZIm7NSNJOjPuCRYxgY6UgiLEZhGFWG9/53VLZq3gToEXiz0j54sM9l69fbq1b+gx6CUljKgzhWOu270nTybAyjHA6doNUU4nJEPdp21KBY6o72STzGB1ZpYeiRNknDJqovzcyHGs9ikM7mWfU814u/ue1UxOddTImZGqoINNDUcqRSVBeAOoxRYnhI0swUcxmRWSAFSbG1uTaEvz5Ly+SxknF9yr+jVeuXsIURTiAQzgGH06hCtdQgzoQkPAAT/DspM6j8+K8TUcLzmxnH/7Aef8BRSaU0A==</latexit>

<latexit

sha1_base64="RiPN/GkDFd+CFOVkt+embGrEawk=">AAACDnicbVC7TgJBFJ3FF+Jr1dJmI5BYkV0aLYk2lpjII2EJmR0uMGH2kZm7KtnwBTb+io2Fxtha2/k3zi5bKHiSSU7Oua85XiS4Qtv+Ngpr6xubW8Xt0s7u3v6BeXjUVmEsGbRYKELZ9agCwQNoIUcB3UgC9T0BHW96lfqdO5CKh8EtziLo+3Qc8BFnFLU0MKsuwgNmcxIJw3lScRmXTACVMryXfDzByrw0MMt2zc5grRInJ2WSozkwv9xhyGIfAmSCKtVz7Aj7CZXI9ex5yY0VRJRN6Rh6mgbUB9VPsjPmVlUrQ2sUSv0CtDL1d0dCfaVmvqcrfYoTteyl4n9eL8bRRT/hQRQjBGyxaBQLC0MrzcYacgkMxUwTyiTXt1psQiVlqBNMQ3CWv7xK2vWaY9ecm3q5cZnHUSQn5JScEYeckwa5Jk3SIow8kmfySt6MJ+PFeDc+FqUFI+85Jn9gfP4Abvmc7w==</latexit>

P1

<latexit sha1_base64="iK3s/g5psdY4eXy3H3uvGYSTTpU=">AAAB83icbVBNS8NAFHypX7V+VT16WSyCp5J40WPRi8cKthWaWDbbl3bpZhN2N0IJ/RtePCji1T/jzX/jps1BWwcWhpn3eLMTpoJr47rfTmVtfWNzq7pd29nd2z+oHx51dZIphh2WiEQ9hFSj4BI7hhuBD6lCGocCe+HkpvB7T6g0T+S9maYYxHQkecQZNVby/ZiacRjm7dmjN6g33KY7B1klXkkaUKI9qH/5w4RlMUrDBNW677mpCXKqDGcCZzU/05hSNqEj7FsqaYw6yOeZZ+TMKkMSJco+achc/b2R01jraRzaySKjXvYK8T+vn5noKsi5TDODki0ORZkgJiFFAWTIFTIjppZQprjNStiYKsqMralmS/CWv7xKuhdNz216d26jdV3WUYUTOIVz8OASWnALbegAgxSe4RXenMx5cd6dj8VoxSl3juEPnM8f5FCRjw==</latexit>
sha1_base64="c0NYiVKCOWhcNB+MqQtqXlfcxIs=">AAAB83icbVDLSgMxFL3js46vqks3wSK4KhM3uhGLblxWsA/ojCWTZtrQTGZIMkIZCn6FGxeKuPU73Lvzb8y0XWjrgcDhnHu5JydMBdfG876dpeWV1bX10oa7ubW9s1ve22/qJFOUNWgiEtUOiWaCS9Yw3AjWThUjcShYKxxeF37rgSnNE3lnRikLYtKXPOKUGCv5fkzMIAzz+vged8sVr+pNgBYJnpHK5ad78QgA9W75y+8lNIuZNFQQrTvYS02QE2U4FWzs+plmKaFD0mcdSyWJmQ7ySeYxOrZKD0WJsk8aNFF/b+Qk1noUh3ayyKjnvUL8z+tkJjoPci7TzDBJp4eiTCCToKIA1OOKUSNGlhCquM2K6IAoQo2tybUl4PkvL5LmaRV7VXzrVWpXMEUJDuEITgDDGdTgBurQAAopPMELvDqZ8+y8Oe/T0SVntnMAf+B8/ABTl5Nc</latexit>
sha1_base64="V/Cm06mwjQo33WF7MJvnlqgVbNw=">AAAB83icbVDLSgMxFL1TX3V8VV26CRbBVZlxoxux6MZlBfuATi2ZNNOGZjIhyQhl6G+4caGoW7/DvRvxb8y0XWjrgcDhnHu5JyeUnGnjed9OYWl5ZXWtuO5ubG5t75R29xo6SRWhdZLwRLVCrClngtYNM5y2pKI4DjlthsOr3G/eU6VZIm7NSNJOjPuCRYxgY6UgiLEZhGFWG9/53VLZq3gToEXiz0j54sM9l69fbq1b+gx6CUljKgzhWOu270nTybAyjHA6doNUU4nJEPdp21KBY6o72STzGB1ZpYeiRNknDJqovzcyHGs9ikM7mWfU814u/ue1UxOddTImZGqoINNDUcqRSVBeAOoxRYnhI0swUcxmRWSAFSbG1uTaEvz5Ly+SxknF9yr+jVeuXsIURTiAQzgGH06hCtdQgzoQkPAAT/DspM6j8+K8TUcLzmxnH/7Aef8BRSaU0A==</latexit>

<latexit

sha1_base64="RiPN/GkDFd+CFOVkt+embGrEawk=">AAACDnicbVC7TgJBFJ3FF+Jr1dJmI5BYkV0aLYk2lpjII2EJmR0uMGH2kZm7KtnwBTb+io2Fxtha2/k3zi5bKHiSSU7Oua85XiS4Qtv+Ngpr6xubW8Xt0s7u3v6BeXjUVmEsGbRYKELZ9agCwQNoIUcB3UgC9T0BHW96lfqdO5CKh8EtziLo+3Qc8BFnFLU0MKsuwgNmcxIJw3lScRmXTACVMryXfDzByrw0MMt2zc5grRInJ2WSozkwv9xhyGIfAmSCKtVz7Aj7CZXI9ex5yY0VRJRN6Rh6mgbUB9VPsjPmVlUrQ2sUSv0CtDL1d0dCfaVmvqcrfYoTteyl4n9eL8bRRT/hQRQjBGyxaBQLC0MrzcYacgkMxUwTyiTXt1psQiVlqBNMQ3CWv7xK2vWaY9ecm3q5cZnHUSQn5JScEYeckwa5Jk3SIow8kmfySt6MJ+PFeDc+FqUFI+85Jn9gfP4Abvmc7w==</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="iK3s/g5psdY4eXy3H3uvGYSTTpU=">AAAB83icbVBNS8NAFHypX7V+VT16WSyCp5J40WPRi8cKthWaWDbbl3bpZhN2N0IJ/RtePCji1T/jzX/jps1BWwcWhpn3eLMTpoJr47rfTmVtfWNzq7pd29nd2z+oHx51dZIphh2WiEQ9hFSj4BI7hhuBD6lCGocCe+HkpvB7T6g0T+S9maYYxHQkecQZNVby/ZiacRjm7dmjN6g33KY7B1klXkkaUKI9qH/5w4RlMUrDBNW677mpCXKqDGcCZzU/05hSNqEj7FsqaYw6yOeZZ+TMKkMSJco+achc/b2R01jraRzaySKjXvYK8T+vn5noKsi5TDODki0ORZkgJiFFAWTIFTIjppZQprjNStiYKsqMralmS/CWv7xKuhdNz216d26jdV3WUYUTOIVz8OASWnALbegAgxSe4RXenMx5cd6dj8VoxSl3juEPnM8f5FCRjw==</latexit>
sha1_base64="c0NYiVKCOWhcNB+MqQtqXlfcxIs=">AAAB83icbVDLSgMxFL3js46vqks3wSK4KhM3uhGLblxWsA/ojCWTZtrQTGZIMkIZCn6FGxeKuPU73Lvzb8y0XWjrgcDhnHu5JydMBdfG876dpeWV1bX10oa7ubW9s1ve22/qJFOUNWgiEtUOiWaCS9Yw3AjWThUjcShYKxxeF37rgSnNE3lnRikLYtKXPOKUGCv5fkzMIAzz+vged8sVr+pNgBYJnpHK5ad78QgA9W75y+8lNIuZNFQQrTvYS02QE2U4FWzs+plmKaFD0mcdSyWJmQ7ySeYxOrZKD0WJsk8aNFF/b+Qk1noUh3ayyKjnvUL8z+tkJjoPci7TzDBJp4eiTCCToKIA1OOKUSNGlhCquM2K6IAoQo2tybUl4PkvL5LmaRV7VXzrVWpXMEUJDuEITgDDGdTgBurQAAopPMELvDqZ8+y8Oe/T0SVntnMAf+B8/ABTl5Nc</latexit>
sha1_base64="V/Cm06mwjQo33WF7MJvnlqgVbNw=">AAAB83icbVDLSgMxFL1TX3V8VV26CRbBVZlxoxux6MZlBfuATi2ZNNOGZjIhyQhl6G+4caGoW7/DvRvxb8y0XWjrgcDhnHu5JyeUnGnjed9OYWl5ZXWtuO5ubG5t75R29xo6SRWhdZLwRLVCrClngtYNM5y2pKI4DjlthsOr3G/eU6VZIm7NSNJOjPuCRYxgY6UgiLEZhGFWG9/53VLZq3gToEXiz0j54sM9l69fbq1b+gx6CUljKgzhWOu270nTybAyjHA6doNUU4nJEPdp21KBY6o72STzGB1ZpYeiRNknDJqovzcyHGs9ikM7mWfU814u/ue1UxOddTImZGqoINNDUcqRSVBeAOoxRYnhI0swUcxmRWSAFSbG1uTaEvz5Ly+SxknF9yr+jVeuXsIURTiAQzgGH06hCtdQgzoQkPAAT/DspM6j8+K8TUcLzmxnH/7Aef8BRSaU0A==</latexit>

P1
<latexit sha1_base64="iK3s/g5psdY4eXy3H3uvGYSTTpU=">AAAB83icbVBNS8NAFHypX7V+VT16WSyCp5J40WPRi8cKthWaWDbbl3bpZhN2N0IJ/RtePCji1T/jzX/jps1BWwcWhpn3eLMTpoJr47rfTmVtfWNzq7pd29nd2z+oHx51dZIphh2WiEQ9hFSj4BI7hhuBD6lCGocCe+HkpvB7T6g0T+S9maYYxHQkecQZNVby/ZiacRjm7dmjN6g33KY7B1klXkkaUKI9qH/5w4RlMUrDBNW677mpCXKqDGcCZzU/05hSNqEj7FsqaYw6yOeZZ+TMKkMSJco+achc/b2R01jraRzaySKjXvYK8T+vn5noKsi5TDODki0ORZkgJiFFAWTIFTIjppZQprjNStiYKsqMralmS/CWv7xKuhdNz216d26jdV3WUYUTOIVz8OASWnALbegAgxSe4RXenMx5cd6dj8VoxSl3juEPnM8f5FCRjw==</latexit>
sha1_base64="c0NYiVKCOWhcNB+MqQtqXlfcxIs=">AAAB83icbVDLSgMxFL3js46vqks3wSK4KhM3uhGLblxWsA/ojCWTZtrQTGZIMkIZCn6FGxeKuPU73Lvzb8y0XWjrgcDhnHu5JydMBdfG876dpeWV1bX10oa7ubW9s1ve22/qJFOUNWgiEtUOiWaCS9Yw3AjWThUjcShYKxxeF37rgSnNE3lnRikLYtKXPOKUGCv5fkzMIAzz+vged8sVr+pNgBYJnpHK5ad78QgA9W75y+8lNIuZNFQQrTvYS02QE2U4FWzs+plmKaFD0mcdSyWJmQ7ySeYxOrZKD0WJsk8aNFF/b+Qk1noUh3ayyKjnvUL8z+tkJjoPci7TzDBJp4eiTCCToKIA1OOKUSNGlhCquM2K6IAoQo2tybUl4PkvL5LmaRV7VXzrVWpXMEUJDuEITgDDGdTgBurQAAopPMELvDqZ8+y8Oe/T0SVntnMAf+B8/ABTl5Nc</latexit>
sha1_base64="V/Cm06mwjQo33WF7MJvnlqgVbNw=">AAAB83icbVDLSgMxFL1TX3V8VV26CRbBVZlxoxux6MZlBfuATi2ZNNOGZjIhyQhl6G+4caGoW7/DvRvxb8y0XWjrgcDhnHu5JyeUnGnjed9OYWl5ZXWtuO5ubG5t75R29xo6SRWhdZLwRLVCrClngtYNM5y2pKI4DjlthsOr3G/eU6VZIm7NSNJOjPuCRYxgY6UgiLEZhGFWG9/53VLZq3gToEXiz0j54sM9l69fbq1b+gx6CUljKgzhWOu270nTybAyjHA6doNUU4nJEPdp21KBY6o72STzGB1ZpYeiRNknDJqovzcyHGs9ikM7mWfU814u/ue1UxOddTImZGqoINNDUcqRSVBeAOoxRYnhI0swUcxmRWSAFSbG1uTaEvz5Ly+SxknF9yr+jVeuXsIURTiAQzgGH06hCtdQgzoQkPAAT/DspM6j8+K8TUcLzmxnH/7Aef8BRSaU0A==</latexit>

P1

<latexit sha1_base64="iK3s/g5psdY4eXy3H3uvGYSTTpU=">AAAB83icbVBNS8NAFHypX7V+VT16WSyCp5J40WPRi8cKthWaWDbbl3bpZhN2N0IJ/RtePCji1T/jzX/jps1BWwcWhpn3eLMTpoJr47rfTmVtfWNzq7pd29nd2z+oHx51dZIphh2WiEQ9hFSj4BI7hhuBD6lCGocCe+HkpvB7T6g0T+S9maYYxHQkecQZNVby/ZiacRjm7dmjN6g33KY7B1klXkkaUKI9qH/5w4RlMUrDBNW677mpCXKqDGcCZzU/05hSNqEj7FsqaYw6yOeZZ+TMKkMSJco+achc/b2R01jraRzaySKjXvYK8T+vn5noKsi5TDODki0ORZkgJiFFAWTIFTIjppZQprjNStiYKsqMralmS/CWv7xKuhdNz216d26jdV3WUYUTOIVz8OASWnALbegAgxSe4RXenMx5cd6dj8VoxSl3juEPnM8f5FCRjw==</latexit>
sha1_base64="c0NYiVKCOWhcNB+MqQtqXlfcxIs=">AAAB83icbVDLSgMxFL3js46vqks3wSK4KhM3uhGLblxWsA/ojCWTZtrQTGZIMkIZCn6FGxeKuPU73Lvzb8y0XWjrgcDhnHu5JydMBdfG876dpeWV1bX10oa7ubW9s1ve22/qJFOUNWgiEtUOiWaCS9Yw3AjWThUjcShYKxxeF37rgSnNE3lnRikLYtKXPOKUGCv5fkzMIAzz+vged8sVr+pNgBYJnpHK5ad78QgA9W75y+8lNIuZNFQQrTvYS02QE2U4FWzs+plmKaFD0mcdSyWJmQ7ySeYxOrZKD0WJsk8aNFF/b+Qk1noUh3ayyKjnvUL8z+tkJjoPci7TzDBJp4eiTCCToKIA1OOKUSNGlhCquM2K6IAoQo2tybUl4PkvL5LmaRV7VXzrVWpXMEUJDuEITgDDGdTgBurQAAopPMELvDqZ8+y8Oe/T0SVntnMAf+B8/ABTl5Nc</latexit>
sha1_base64="V/Cm06mwjQo33WF7MJvnlqgVbNw=">AAAB83icbVDLSgMxFL1TX3V8VV26CRbBVZlxoxux6MZlBfuATi2ZNNOGZjIhyQhl6G+4caGoW7/DvRvxb8y0XWjrgcDhnHu5JyeUnGnjed9OYWl5ZXWtuO5ubG5t75R29xo6SRWhdZLwRLVCrClngtYNM5y2pKI4DjlthsOr3G/eU6VZIm7NSNJOjPuCRYxgY6UgiLEZhGFWG9/53VLZq3gToEXiz0j54sM9l69fbq1b+gx6CUljKgzhWOu270nTybAyjHA6doNUU4nJEPdp21KBY6o72STzGB1ZpYeiRNknDJqovzcyHGs9ikM7mWfU814u/ue1UxOddTImZGqoINNDUcqRSVBeAOoxRYnhI0swUcxmRWSAFSbG1uTaEvz5Ly+SxknF9yr+jVeuXsIURTiAQzgGH06hCtdQgzoQkPAAT/DspM6j8+K8TUcLzmxnH/7Aef8BRSaU0A==</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="iK3s/g5psdY4eXy3H3uvGYSTTpU=">AAAB83icbVBNS8NAFHypX7V+VT16WSyCp5J40WPRi8cKthWaWDbbl3bpZhN2N0IJ/RtePCji1T/jzX/jps1BWwcWhpn3eLMTpoJr47rfTmVtfWNzq7pd29nd2z+oHx51dZIphh2WiEQ9hFSj4BI7hhuBD6lCGocCe+HkpvB7T6g0T+S9maYYxHQkecQZNVby/ZiacRjm7dmjN6g33KY7B1klXkkaUKI9qH/5w4RlMUrDBNW677mpCXKqDGcCZzU/05hSNqEj7FsqaYw6yOeZZ+TMKkMSJco+achc/b2R01jraRzaySKjXvYK8T+vn5noKsi5TDODki0ORZkgJiFFAWTIFTIjppZQprjNStiYKsqMralmS/CWv7xKuhdNz216d26jdV3WUYUTOIVz8OASWnALbegAgxSe4RXenMx5cd6dj8VoxSl3juEPnM8f5FCRjw==</latexit>
sha1_base64="c0NYiVKCOWhcNB+MqQtqXlfcxIs=">AAAB83icbVDLSgMxFL3js46vqks3wSK4KhM3uhGLblxWsA/ojCWTZtrQTGZIMkIZCn6FGxeKuPU73Lvzb8y0XWjrgcDhnHu5JydMBdfG876dpeWV1bX10oa7ubW9s1ve22/qJFOUNWgiEtUOiWaCS9Yw3AjWThUjcShYKxxeF37rgSnNE3lnRikLYtKXPOKUGCv5fkzMIAzz+vged8sVr+pNgBYJnpHK5ad78QgA9W75y+8lNIuZNFQQrTvYS02QE2U4FWzs+plmKaFD0mcdSyWJmQ7ySeYxOrZKD0WJsk8aNFF/b+Qk1noUh3ayyKjnvUL8z+tkJjoPci7TzDBJp4eiTCCToKIA1OOKUSNGlhCquM2K6IAoQo2tybUl4PkvL5LmaRV7VXzrVWpXMEUJDuEITgDDGdTgBurQAAopPMELvDqZ8+y8Oe/T0SVntnMAf+B8/ABTl5Nc</latexit>
sha1_base64="V/Cm06mwjQo33WF7MJvnlqgVbNw=">AAAB83icbVDLSgMxFL1TX3V8VV26CRbBVZlxoxux6MZlBfuATi2ZNNOGZjIhyQhl6G+4caGoW7/DvRvxb8y0XWjrgcDhnHu5JyeUnGnjed9OYWl5ZXWtuO5ubG5t75R29xo6SRWhdZLwRLVCrClngtYNM5y2pKI4DjlthsOr3G/eU6VZIm7NSNJOjPuCRYxgY6UgiLEZhGFWG9/53VLZq3gToEXiz0j54sM9l69fbq1b+gx6CUljKgzhWOu270nTybAyjHA6doNUU4nJEPdp21KBY6o72STzGB1ZpYeiRNknDJqovzcyHGs9ikM7mWfU814u/ue1UxOddTImZGqoINNDUcqRSVBeAOoxRYnhI0swUcxmRWSAFSbG1uTaEvz5Ly+SxknF9yr+jVeuXsIURTiAQzgGH06hCtdQgzoQkPAAT/DspM6j8+K8TUcLzmxnH/7Aef8BRSaU0A==</latexit>

<latexit

sha1_base64="RiPN/GkDFd+CFOVkt+embGrEawk=">AAACDnicbVC7TgJBFJ3FF+Jr1dJmI5BYkV0aLYk2lpjII2EJmR0uMGH2kZm7KtnwBTb+io2Fxtha2/k3zi5bKHiSSU7Oua85XiS4Qtv+Ngpr6xubW8Xt0s7u3v6BeXjUVmEsGbRYKELZ9agCwQNoIUcB3UgC9T0BHW96lfqdO5CKh8EtziLo+3Qc8BFnFLU0MKsuwgNmcxIJw3lScRmXTACVMryXfDzByrw0MMt2zc5grRInJ2WSozkwv9xhyGIfAmSCKtVz7Aj7CZXI9ex5yY0VRJRN6Rh6mgbUB9VPsjPmVlUrQ2sUSv0CtDL1d0dCfaVmvqcrfYoTteyl4n9eL8bRRT/hQRQjBGyxaBQLC0MrzcYacgkMxUwTyiTXt1psQiVlqBNMQ3CWv7xK2vWaY9ecm3q5cZnHUSQn5JScEYeckwa5Jk3SIow8kmfySt6MJ+PFeDc+FqUFI+85Jn9gfP4Abvmc7w==</latexit>

P1

<latexit sha1_base64="iK3s/g5psdY4eXy3H3uvGYSTTpU=">AAAB83icbVBNS8NAFHypX7V+VT16WSyCp5J40WPRi8cKthWaWDbbl3bpZhN2N0IJ/RtePCji1T/jzX/jps1BWwcWhpn3eLMTpoJr47rfTmVtfWNzq7pd29nd2z+oHx51dZIphh2WiEQ9hFSj4BI7hhuBD6lCGocCe+HkpvB7T6g0T+S9maYYxHQkecQZNVby/ZiacRjm7dmjN6g33KY7B1klXkkaUKI9qH/5w4RlMUrDBNW677mpCXKqDGcCZzU/05hSNqEj7FsqaYw6yOeZZ+TMKkMSJco+achc/b2R01jraRzaySKjXvYK8T+vn5noKsi5TDODki0ORZkgJiFFAWTIFTIjppZQprjNStiYKsqMralmS/CWv7xKuhdNz216d26jdV3WUYUTOIVz8OASWnALbegAgxSe4RXenMx5cd6dj8VoxSl3juEPnM8f5FCRjw==</latexit>
sha1_base64="c0NYiVKCOWhcNB+MqQtqXlfcxIs=">AAAB83icbVDLSgMxFL3js46vqks3wSK4KhM3uhGLblxWsA/ojCWTZtrQTGZIMkIZCn6FGxeKuPU73Lvzb8y0XWjrgcDhnHu5JydMBdfG876dpeWV1bX10oa7ubW9s1ve22/qJFOUNWgiEtUOiWaCS9Yw3AjWThUjcShYKxxeF37rgSnNE3lnRikLYtKXPOKUGCv5fkzMIAzz+vged8sVr+pNgBYJnpHK5ad78QgA9W75y+8lNIuZNFQQrTvYS02QE2U4FWzs+plmKaFD0mcdSyWJmQ7ySeYxOrZKD0WJsk8aNFF/b+Qk1noUh3ayyKjnvUL8z+tkJjoPci7TzDBJp4eiTCCToKIA1OOKUSNGlhCquM2K6IAoQo2tybUl4PkvL5LmaRV7VXzrVWpXMEUJDuEITgDDGdTgBurQAAopPMELvDqZ8+y8Oe/T0SVntnMAf+B8/ABTl5Nc</latexit>
sha1_base64="V/Cm06mwjQo33WF7MJvnlqgVbNw=">AAAB83icbVDLSgMxFL1TX3V8VV26CRbBVZlxoxux6MZlBfuATi2ZNNOGZjIhyQhl6G+4caGoW7/DvRvxb8y0XWjrgcDhnHu5JyeUnGnjed9OYWl5ZXWtuO5ubG5t75R29xo6SRWhdZLwRLVCrClngtYNM5y2pKI4DjlthsOr3G/eU6VZIm7NSNJOjPuCRYxgY6UgiLEZhGFWG9/53VLZq3gToEXiz0j54sM9l69fbq1b+gx6CUljKgzhWOu270nTybAyjHA6doNUU4nJEPdp21KBY6o72STzGB1ZpYeiRNknDJqovzcyHGs9ikM7mWfU814u/ue1UxOddTImZGqoINNDUcqRSVBeAOoxRYnhI0swUcxmRWSAFSbG1uTaEvz5Ly+SxknF9yr+jVeuXsIURTiAQzgGH06hCtdQgzoQkPAAT/DspM6j8+K8TUcLzmxnH/7Aef8BRSaU0A==</latexit>

P1

P1

<latexit sha1_base64="iK3s/g5psdY4eXy3H3uvGYSTTpU=">AAAB83icbVBNS8NAFHypX7V+VT16WSyCp5J40WPRi8cKthWaWDbbl3bpZhN2N0IJ/RtePCji1T/jzX/jps1BWwcWhpn3eLMTpoJr47rfTmVtfWNzq7pd29nd2z+oHx51dZIphh2WiEQ9hFSj4BI7hhuBD6lCGocCe+HkpvB7T6g0T+S9maYYxHQkecQZNVby/ZiacRjm7dmjN6g33KY7B1klXkkaUKI9qH/5w4RlMUrDBNW677mpCXKqDGcCZzU/05hSNqEj7FsqaYw6yOeZZ+TMKkMSJco+achc/b2R01jraRzaySKjXvYK8T+vn5noKsi5TDODki0ORZkgJiFFAWTIFTIjppZQprjNStiYKsqMralmS/CWv7xKuhdNz216d26jdV3WUYUTOIVz8OASWnALbegAgxSe4RXenMx5cd6dj8VoxSl3juEPnM8f5FCRjw==</latexit>
sha1_base64="c0NYiVKCOWhcNB+MqQtqXlfcxIs=">AAAB83icbVDLSgMxFL3js46vqks3wSK4KhM3uhGLblxWsA/ojCWTZtrQTGZIMkIZCn6FGxeKuPU73Lvzb8y0XWjrgcDhnHu5JydMBdfG876dpeWV1bX10oa7ubW9s1ve22/qJFOUNWgiEtUOiWaCS9Yw3AjWThUjcShYKxxeF37rgSnNE3lnRikLYtKXPOKUGCv5fkzMIAzz+vged8sVr+pNgBYJnpHK5ad78QgA9W75y+8lNIuZNFQQrTvYS02QE2U4FWzs+plmKaFD0mcdSyWJmQ7ySeYxOrZKD0WJsk8aNFF/b+Qk1noUh3ayyKjnvUL8z+tkJjoPci7TzDBJp4eiTCCToKIA1OOKUSNGlhCquM2K6IAoQo2tybUl4PkvL5LmaRV7VXzrVWpXMEUJDuEITgDDGdTgBurQAAopPMELvDqZ8+y8Oe/T0SVntnMAf+B8/ABTl5Nc</latexit>
sha1_base64="V/Cm06mwjQo33WF7MJvnlqgVbNw=">AAAB83icbVDLSgMxFL1TX3V8VV26CRbBVZlxoxux6MZlBfuATi2ZNNOGZjIhyQhl6G+4caGoW7/DvRvxb8y0XWjrgcDhnHu5JyeUnGnjed9OYWl5ZXWtuO5ubG5t75R29xo6SRWhdZLwRLVCrClngtYNM5y2pKI4DjlthsOr3G/eU6VZIm7NSNJOjPuCRYxgY6UgiLEZhGFWG9/53VLZq3gToEXiz0j54sM9l69fbq1b+gx6CUljKgzhWOu270nTybAyjHA6doNUU4nJEPdp21KBY6o72STzGB1ZpYeiRNknDJqovzcyHGs9ikM7mWfU814u/ue1UxOddTImZGqoINNDUcqRSVBeAOoxRYnhI0swUcxmRWSAFSbG1uTaEvz5Ly+SxknF9yr+jVeuXsIURTiAQzgGH06hCtdQgzoQkPAAT/DspM6j8+K8TUcLzmxnH/7Aef8BRSaU0A==</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="iK3s/g5psdY4eXy3H3uvGYSTTpU=">AAAB83icbVBNS8NAFHypX7V+VT16WSyCp5J40WPRi8cKthWaWDbbl3bpZhN2N0IJ/RtePCji1T/jzX/jps1BWwcWhpn3eLMTpoJr47rfTmVtfWNzq7pd29nd2z+oHx51dZIphh2WiEQ9hFSj4BI7hhuBD6lCGocCe+HkpvB7T6g0T+S9maYYxHQkecQZNVby/ZiacRjm7dmjN6g33KY7B1klXkkaUKI9qH/5w4RlMUrDBNW677mpCXKqDGcCZzU/05hSNqEj7FsqaYw6yOeZZ+TMKkMSJco+achc/b2R01jraRzaySKjXvYK8T+vn5noKsi5TDODki0ORZkgJiFFAWTIFTIjppZQprjNStiYKsqMralmS/CWv7xKuhdNz216d26jdV3WUYUTOIVz8OASWnALbegAgxSe4RXenMx5cd6dj8VoxSl3juEPnM8f5FCRjw==</latexit>
sha1_base64="c0NYiVKCOWhcNB+MqQtqXlfcxIs=">AAAB83icbVDLSgMxFL3js46vqks3wSK4KhM3uhGLblxWsA/ojCWTZtrQTGZIMkIZCn6FGxeKuPU73Lvzb8y0XWjrgcDhnHu5JydMBdfG876dpeWV1bX10oa7ubW9s1ve22/qJFOUNWgiEtUOiWaCS9Yw3AjWThUjcShYKxxeF37rgSnNE3lnRikLYtKXPOKUGCv5fkzMIAzz+vged8sVr+pNgBYJnpHK5ad78QgA9W75y+8lNIuZNFQQrTvYS02QE2U4FWzs+plmKaFD0mcdSyWJmQ7ySeYxOrZKD0WJsk8aNFF/b+Qk1noUh3ayyKjnvUL8z+tkJjoPci7TzDBJp4eiTCCToKIA1OOKUSNGlhCquM2K6IAoQo2tybUl4PkvL5LmaRV7VXzrVWpXMEUJDuEITgDDGdTgBurQAAopPMELvDqZ8+y8Oe/T0SVntnMAf+B8/ABTl5Nc</latexit>
sha1_base64="V/Cm06mwjQo33WF7MJvnlqgVbNw=">AAAB83icbVDLSgMxFL1TX3V8VV26CRbBVZlxoxux6MZlBfuATi2ZNNOGZjIhyQhl6G+4caGoW7/DvRvxb8y0XWjrgcDhnHu5JyeUnGnjed9OYWl5ZXWtuO5ubG5t75R29xo6SRWhdZLwRLVCrClngtYNM5y2pKI4DjlthsOr3G/eU6VZIm7NSNJOjPuCRYxgY6UgiLEZhGFWG9/53VLZq3gToEXiz0j54sM9l69fbq1b+gx6CUljKgzhWOu270nTybAyjHA6doNUU4nJEPdp21KBY6o72STzGB1ZpYeiRNknDJqovzcyHGs9ikM7mWfU814u/ue1UxOddTImZGqoINNDUcqRSVBeAOoxRYnhI0swUcxmRWSAFSbG1uTaEvz5Ly+SxknF9yr+jVeuXsIURTiAQzgGH06hCtdQgzoQkPAAT/DspM6j8+K8TUcLzmxnH/7Aef8BRSaU0A==</latexit>

<latexit

P1

P1

P1

<latexit sha1_base64="iK3s/g5psdY4eXy3H3uvGYSTTpU=">AAAB83icbVBNS8NAFHypX7V+VT16WSyCp5J40WPRi8cKthWaWDbbl3bpZhN2N0IJ/RtePCji1T/jzX/jps1BWwcWhpn3eLMTpoJr47rfTmVtfWNzq7pd29nd2z+oHx51dZIphh2WiEQ9hFSj4BI7hhuBD6lCGocCe+HkpvB7T6g0T+S9maYYxHQkecQZNVby/ZiacRjm7dmjN6g33KY7B1klXkkaUKI9qH/5w4RlMUrDBNW677mpCXKqDGcCZzU/05hSNqEj7FsqaYw6yOeZZ+TMKkMSJco+achc/b2R01jraRzaySKjXvYK8T+vn5noKsi5TDODki0ORZkgJiFFAWTIFTIjppZQprjNStiYKsqMralmS/CWv7xKuhdNz216d26jdV3WUYUTOIVz8OASWnALbegAgxSe4RXenMx5cd6dj8VoxSl3juEPnM8f5FCRjw==</latexit>
sha1_base64="c0NYiVKCOWhcNB+MqQtqXlfcxIs=">AAAB83icbVDLSgMxFL3js46vqks3wSK4KhM3uhGLblxWsA/ojCWTZtrQTGZIMkIZCn6FGxeKuPU73Lvzb8y0XWjrgcDhnHu5JydMBdfG876dpeWV1bX10oa7ubW9s1ve22/qJFOUNWgiEtUOiWaCS9Yw3AjWThUjcShYKxxeF37rgSnNE3lnRikLYtKXPOKUGCv5fkzMIAzz+vged8sVr+pNgBYJnpHK5ad78QgA9W75y+8lNIuZNFQQrTvYS02QE2U4FWzs+plmKaFD0mcdSyWJmQ7ySeYxOrZKD0WJsk8aNFF/b+Qk1noUh3ayyKjnvUL8z+tkJjoPci7TzDBJp4eiTCCToKIA1OOKUSNGlhCquM2K6IAoQo2tybUl4PkvL5LmaRV7VXzrVWpXMEUJDuEITgDDGdTgBurQAAopPMELvDqZ8+y8Oe/T0SVntnMAf+B8/ABTl5Nc</latexit>
sha1_base64="V/Cm06mwjQo33WF7MJvnlqgVbNw=">AAAB83icbVDLSgMxFL1TX3V8VV26CRbBVZlxoxux6MZlBfuATi2ZNNOGZjIhyQhl6G+4caGoW7/DvRvxb8y0XWjrgcDhnHu5JyeUnGnjed9OYWl5ZXWtuO5ubG5t75R29xo6SRWhdZLwRLVCrClngtYNM5y2pKI4DjlthsOr3G/eU6VZIm7NSNJOjPuCRYxgY6UgiLEZhGFWG9/53VLZq3gToEXiz0j54sM9l69fbq1b+gx6CUljKgzhWOu270nTybAyjHA6doNUU4nJEPdp21KBY6o72STzGB1ZpYeiRNknDJqovzcyHGs9ikM7mWfU814u/ue1UxOddTImZGqoINNDUcqRSVBeAOoxRYnhI0swUcxmRWSAFSbG1uTaEvz5Ly+SxknF9yr+jVeuXsIURTiAQzgGH06hCtdQgzoQkPAAT/DspM6j8+K8TUcLzmxnH/7Aef8BRSaU0A==</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="iK3s/g5psdY4eXy3H3uvGYSTTpU=">AAAB83icbVBNS8NAFHypX7V+VT16WSyCp5J40WPRi8cKthWaWDbbl3bpZhN2N0IJ/RtePCji1T/jzX/jps1BWwcWhpn3eLMTpoJr47rfTmVtfWNzq7pd29nd2z+oHx51dZIphh2WiEQ9hFSj4BI7hhuBD6lCGocCe+HkpvB7T6g0T+S9maYYxHQkecQZNVby/ZiacRjm7dmjN6g33KY7B1klXkkaUKI9qH/5w4RlMUrDBNW677mpCXKqDGcCZzU/05hSNqEj7FsqaYw6yOeZZ+TMKkMSJco+achc/b2R01jraRzaySKjXvYK8T+vn5noKsi5TDODki0ORZkgJiFFAWTIFTIjppZQprjNStiYKsqMralmS/CWv7xKuhdNz216d26jdV3WUYUTOIVz8OASWnALbegAgxSe4RXenMx5cd6dj8VoxSl3juEPnM8f5FCRjw==</latexit>
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two (c Remark 4 6)
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Remark 1.7. The complex structures on M given up to a diffeomorphism that acts trivially on H2 (M ) are parametrized by a connected, complex (but non-Hausdorff) manifold
of complex dimension 20. Those that admit a group of complex automorphisms of order p
make up a locus of complex dimension 2ν − 4 (= 12, 8, 4, 2 when p = 2, 3, 5, 7). Theorem 1.6
then amounts to the statement that the irreducible components of this locus are transitively
permuted by O+ (H2 (M )). Those that have an elliptic fibration make up a locus of complex
codimension 1 (so of dimension 2ν − 5), and those that have in addition a section a locus
of complex codimension 2 (and so of dimension 2ν − 6; note this is then a finite set when
p = 7).
In other words, there are families of prime order G acting by complex automorphisms on
K3s admitting no elliptic fibration (in fact this is generic among K3s with a G-action), and
yet Theorem 1.6 gives for each p that any such action is smoothly conjugate to the specific
elliptically fibered “translation” action given above (cf. Figure 1).

1.3

(Non)realization for cyclic subgroups

Even in the smooth category, and even for involutions, there are obstructions for G ⊂
Mod(M ) to be realized.
Theorem 1.8 (Smooth Nielsen (non)realization for involutions). Let G ⊂ Mod(M )
be cyclic of order 2. Then the nontrivial element of G is realized by a smooth involution of
M if and only if LG contains no (−2)-vectors. In this case the involution preserves some
Ricci-flat Kähler structure on M .
Remark 1.9. Note that Theorem 1.2 gives the ‘if’ part of the last sentence of Theorem 1.8.
The main content of Theorem 1.8 is therefore the ‘only if’ part.
An interesting example to which Theorem 1.8 applies is a Dehn twist TS : M → M about
an embedded 2-sphere S ⊂ M with S · S = −2 (this intersection number is independent of
the orientation of S). It is known (see, e.g.[Se], Proposition 1.1) that TS2 is smoothly isotopic
to the identity. However, Theorem 1.8 (or its proof, for the stronger result claimed) implies
the following (which we will prove in detail below.)
Corollary 1.10 (Twists not realizable). Let TS ∈ Diff(M ) be the Dehn twist about an
embedded 2-sphere S ⊂ M with S · S = −2. Although TS2 is smoothly isotopic to the identity,
TS is not even topologically isotopic to any finite order diffeomorphism of M .
One can also show for example that products of disjoint twists cannot be smoothly realized
as finite subgroups of Diff(M ).
Involutions of Nikulin type. Nikulin showed that the involutions of a K3-surface X that
act as the identity on H 2,0 (X) are all alike: they have eight fixed points, so that the orbit
space will have eight-double points, and resolving these double points produces a K3-surface.
The K3 surfaces endowed with such an involution make up a single connected family. As
Morrison [Mor] observed, the action of the involution on their second homology is equivalent
to the involution of the K3-lattice U⊕3 ⊕ E8 (−1)⊕2 that exchanges the last two summands.
This motivates the following definition.
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Definition 1.11. An element of order 2 in Diff(M ) is topologically resp. differentiably of
Nikulin type if f has eight fixed points points and the orbit space is, after a simple resolution of
the resulting 8 quotient singularities, a closed 4-manifold homeomorphic resp. diffeomorphic
to a K3-surface.
The main ingredient in our proof of Theorem 1.8 is the following theorem, which characterizes involutions of Nikulin type in terms of purely homological data. We remind the
reader that any finite order diffeomorphism leaves invariant a positive 3-plane in ΛR .
Theorem 1.12 (Involutions of Nikulin type). A smooth involution of the K3 manifold
M that fixes pointwise some positive 3-plane in ΛR is topologically of Nikulin type and acts
on Λ as a Nikulin involution.
Cyclic subgroups of order p ≥ 3. Unlike for the p = 2 case (Theorem 1.8) we do not
have a definitive result for p odd, but we are able to prove in many cases a dichotomy for
realizable cyclic G of prime order, into “Nikulin type” and “Coxeter type”; see Theorem 4.1.

1.4

Concluding remarks

We state here a basic result regarding the finite subgroups of O+ (Λ), which although not
used in this paper, might be helpful for what follows. Let G be a finite subgroup of O+ (Λ).
The reflections with respect to (−2)-vectors in the negative definite lattice LG generate a
finite Coxeter subgroup W ⊂ O+ (Λ). If C is a connected component of the complement of
the union of the reflection hyperplanes in LG ⊗ R with respect to the (−2)-reflections in W
(a chamber ), then G = GC o (W ∩ G), where GC denotes the G-stabilizer of C. The Torelli
theorem for K3 surfaces implies that there exists a complex structure J on M such that GC
is realized as a group of automorphisms of (M, J). Although Theorem 1.10 shows that any
(−2)-reflection in W cannot be realized as a smooth involution, it is possible for W ∩ G to
be nontrivial without containing such elements and so we cannot exclude the possibility that
G lifts to Diff(M ), even when W ∩ G 6= {1}.
Methods. The methods used in this paper are varied. To constrain fixed sets we use the
theory of finite group actions on manifolds (e.g. the Hirzebruch G-signature theorem and
Smith theory by way of the work of Edmonds), and an adjunction formula of KronheimerMrowka coming out of Seiberg-Witten theory. We analyze Mod(M ) via its action on an
appropriate Teichmüller space, using a differential-geometric version of the Torelli theorem
for K3 surfaces. Finally, much of the work in this paper involves lattice theory.
Relation to other work. Giansiracusa-Kupers-Tshishiku [GKT] proved that the surjection π : Diff(M ) → Mod(M ) does not split over any finite index subgroup Γ ⊆ Mod(M ).
Corollary 1.10 implies this theorem when Γ = Mod(M ); indeed it gives that π does not
even split over certain order 2 subgroups of Mod(M ). We will see below, however, that this
corollary can also be derived from a theorem of Bryan [Bry]. We also mention that Baraglia
and Konno [BK] recently constructed a topological involution of M which is not conjugate
to a differentiable involution.
Since all finite group actions on a K3 manifold that we are aware of fix a Ricci-flat metric
we are led to ask:
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Question 1.13. Does every finite subgroup of Diff(M ) leave invariant a Ricci-flat metric?
Another “question” (which we do not wish to advertise as explicitly as the one above,
because it is too vague) is the following. As we indicated, the finite subgroups of Diff(M ) that
fix a positive-definite 3-plane in ΛR pointwise correspond to what in the K3 community are
called symplectic automorphism groups. A well-known theorem of Mukai [Mu] characterizes
the isomorphism classes of such groups as the subgroups of the Mathieu group M24 subject
to certain properties (M24 is a subgroup of the symmetric group S24 and the subgroups
G ⊂ M24 in question are those that fix an element and have at least 5 orbits). Since a clear
conceptual link between these two classes of finite groups has not been found yet, one may
wonder whether the passage to Mod(M ) or Diff(M ) can shed some light on this.
Question 1.14. The subgroup of Mod(M ) generated by the Dehn twists defined by smoothly
embedded (−2)-spheres in M generate a normal subgroup Dehn(M ) ⊂ Mod(M ). It is not
hard to see that Dehn(M ) contains the stabilizer of every connected component of Teich(M ).
This leads us to ask: what is I(M ) ∩ Dehn(M )? Note that if that intersection is trivial, then
we have a direct product decomposition Mod(M ) = I(M ) × Dehn(M ) with ρ mapping
Dehn(M ) isomorphically onto O+ (Λ). But it could well be that Dehn(M ) is of finite index
in Mod(M ), if not all of Mod(M ) just as for closed, connected, oriented 2-manifolds.
Acknowledgements. We would like to thank Andras Stipsicz and Shing-Tung Yau for
helpful email exchanges, and David Baraglia, Trevor Hyde and Jim Davis for comments and
corrections on an earlier draft of this paper. We are grateful to Curt McMullen for his
extensive comments on that draft, and for his many useful suggestions. Finally, we thank
two anonymous referees for their comments and corrections.

2

Metric and complex Nielsen Realization

The goal of this section is to prove Theorem 1.2 and Theorem 1.4.
Notation. By a lattice we shall always mean a free abelian group L of finite rank endowed
with symmetric bilinear form (v, v 0 ) ∈ L × L 7→ v · v 0 ∈ Z. In this context a direct sum is
always understood as an orthogonal direct sum.
Unless mentioned otherwise, we will assume that a lattice L is nondegenerate, so that
the associated map from L to its dual L∨ := Hom(L, Z) is injective. We then identify L∨
with the set of x ∈ Q ⊗ L for which x · v ∈ Z for all v ∈ L. The discriminant group L∨ /L
is finite and inherits from L a symmetric bilinear form that takes values in Q/Z. In case
the form is even, so that it comes from a quadratic form (namely v ∈ L → 21 v · v ∈ Z) and
the discriminant group inherits such a form as well (again taking values in Q/Z). If n is a
nonzero integer, then we denote by L(n) the lattice whose underlying group is L, but for
which the form has been multiplied by n. So L(n)∨ = n1 L∨ .
We make the notational distinction between the type of a root system of equal root length
and the lattice it generates (for which all roots have square length 2) by in the latter case
using a bold font. For example, E8 is an even unimodular positive definite lattice of rank 8
and its vectors v with v · v = 2 make up a root system of type E8 .
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2.1

The Torelli Theorem for K3 surfaces

Before we begin the proof of Theorem 1.2 proper, we review the various formulations of the
Torelli theorem for K3 surfaces (see for example [Lo]). Suppose M is endowed with a complex
structure J (so that by [FM] it becomes a K3 surface). It is known that the automorphism
group Aut(M, J) acts faithfully on Λ and so can be considered as a subgroup of O+ (Λ).
The complex structure gives rise to a Hodge decomposition of Λ with dim H 2,0 (M, J) = 1,
and basic Hodge theory tells us that this complex line is isotropic for the complex-bilinear
extension of the intersection pairing and positive definite for the hermitian extension. This
implies that H 2,0 (M, J) maps under the projection ΛC → ΛR (taking the real part) onto
a positive-definite 2-plane ΠJ ⊂ ΛR . This 2-plane ΠJ inherits a natural orientation from
H 2,0 (M, J), and as such it is easily seen to be a complete invariant of the Hodge structure.
The Torelli theorem states that more is true: ΠJ determines J up to a diffeomorphism
that fixes ΠJ pointwise. It also tells us that every oriented, positive-definite 2-plane Π so
arises. In other words, such a Π determines a complex structure J up to diffeomorphism
that fixes Π pointwise. However that diffeomorphism may act nontrivially on Λ. Indeed,
Aut(M, J) can be a proper subgroup of the O+ (Λ)-stabilizer O+ (Λ)Π of Π.
In order to state a more precise result, first note that the orthogonal complement Π⊥ ⊂ ΛR
has hyperbolic signature (1, 19), so the set of x ∈ Π⊥ with x · x > 0 consists of a pair of
antipodal cones. The spinor orientation and the given orientation of Π single out one of
them, denoted CΠ , to which we will refer as the positive cone. The subgroup WΠ ⊂ O+ (Λ)Π
generated by the orthogonal reflections in the (−2)-vectors in Λ ∩ Π⊥ preserves CΠ and acts
on it as a Coxeter group. The collection of reflection hyperplanes is locally finite on CΠ and
decomposes CΠ into faces. The group WΠ acts simply transitively of the set of open faces.
We refer to these as Π-chambers.
One way to phrase a strong form of the Torelli theorem is the assertion that for every
Π-chamber K ⊂ CΠ there exists a complex structure J for which ΠJ = Π and K is the set
of classes of Kähler forms relative to J. This complex structure is indeed unique up to a
diffeomorphism that acts trivially on Λ. Moreover, Aut(M, J) maps isomorphically onto the
O+ (Λ)-stabilizer of the pair (Π, K). In particular, to give a finite subgroup of Aut(M, J) is
to give a finite subgroup G of O+ (Λ)Π,K . Since K is a convex (open) cone, this is equivalent
to asking that G has fixed point κ ∈ K, which is then the class of a Kähler form.
There is a further refinement of the above that involves the twistor construction and that
is relevant here. According to Yau’s solution of the Calabi conjecture, κ is representable by a
unique Kähler form for which the associated metric s is Ricci-flat (so that we have a Ricci-flat
Kähler metric). As a consequence, G will fix this Ricci-flat Kähler metric. The harmonic
2-forms that are self-dual for the ?-operator define the 3-dimensional positive-definite space
P = Π + Rκ. Note that by construction, P is not perpendicular to any (−2)-vector. The
twistor construction (see for example [HKLR]) shows that the SO(P )-orbit of the pair (Π, κ)
defines a family of Ricci-flat Kähler structures on M for which s is the associated metric.
This enables us to state the Torelli theorem in differential-geometric terms: For the purposes
of reference we formulate this as a proposition.
Proposition 2.1 (The 3-plane of self-dual harmonic forms). Given any Ricci-flat metric s on M for which M has unit volume, let Ps be the positive-definite 3-plane of harmonic
(in the s metric) self-dual 2-forms. Then :
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1. Ps is not perpendicular to any (−2)-vector.
2. Ps determines s on M up to an element of the Torelli group.
3. Any positive-definite 3-plane P ⊂ ΛR that is not perpendicular to a (−2)-vector so
arises.
For a proof of Proposition 2.1, see for example [Lo]. The following is a corollary of the
twistor construction.
Corollary 2.2. Let s be a Ricci-flat metric on M and let Ps ⊂ ΛR be the positive definite
3-plane defined by its harmonic self-dual 2-forms. Then the isometry group of (M, s) is finite
and its representation on Λ identifies this group with the O+ (Λ)-stabilizer of Ps .
Proof. Suppose g ∈ O+ (Λ) leaves Ps invariant. Then g must have finite order. It acts on Ps
as an element of SO(Ps ) and so Psg 6= {0}. For each κ ∈ Psg r {0} the natural orientation on
Ps induces a natural orientation on Πκ := κ⊥ ∩ Ps . By the twistor construction, Πκ defines
a unique complex structure Jκ on M for which ΠJκ = Πκ as oriented planes and for which s
is a Kähler metric.
The Torelli theorem then asserts that g has a unique representative gκ ∈ Diff(M ) that
preserves both Jκ and s (or equivalently, κ and s). Since the isometry group of (M, s) is
discrete, gκ is independent of the connected component of κ in Psg r {0}. If Psg r {0} is
not connected then it is a punctured line and κ 7→ −κ exchanges its components. This has
the effect of changing the orientation of Πκ and hence replaces the complex structure Jκ by
its conjugate J¯κ . This will not affect gκ (for gκ also preserves J¯κ ) and so there is a unique
lift g̃ of g to an isometry of (M, s). Hence g 7→ g̃ defines a group homomorphism that is a
section of the map Aut(M, s) → O+ (Λ)[Ps ] . The uniqueness assertion implies that the latter
is injective.

2.2

Completing the proofs of metric and complex Nielsen realization

With the above in hand we can complete the proof of Theorem 1.2.
Proof of Theorem 1.2. We prove the nontrivial directions only (in the mapping class version
we assume that G fixes a connected component of Teich(M )). It then remains to prove that
if LG contains no (−2)-vectors then G is realized as a group of isometries of a Ricci-flat
metric. The other properties already follow from our discussion above.
In the Grassmannian of G-invariant 3-planes P ⊂ L⊥
G ⊗ R, those with the property that
⊥
the rational hull of P is LG ⊗ R (or equivalently, for which P ⊥ ∩ Λ = LG ) are dense. Hence
⊥
we can find a G-invariant, positive-definite 3-plane P ⊂ L⊥
G ⊗ R for which P ∩ Λ = LG . In
⊥
that case P contains no (−2)-vectors. By the differential-geometric version of the Torelli
theorem, there exists then a Ricci-flat metric s on M which in the mapping class version can
be taken to be in the component of Teich(M ) fixed by G such that P is the space defined
by the self-dual harmonic 2-forms. Corollary 2.2 implies that G then lifts to a group of
isometries of (M, s).
If G acts irreducibly on P , and if P ⊥ does not contain any (−2)-vector, then G preserves a
Ricci-flat metric without necessarily preserving a complex structure on M . This explains why
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we put the emphasis on the differential-geometric version of the Torelli theorem. Theorem 1.4,
which we now prove, gives an example that shows that this possibility actually occurs.
Proof of Theorem 1.4. We think of the symmetric group S4 as the Weyl group of a root
system R of type A3 . It preserves the root lattice A3 , a free abelian group of rank 3. S4 acts
on the dual A∨
3 by means of the contragredient representation. Since the reflection representation of S4 is self-dual over Q, these two representations are equivalent when tensored with
Q. The direct sum A3 ⊕ A∨
3 comes with a natural quadratic form defined by f (x, ξ) := ξ(x).
∨
This turns A3 ⊕ A3 into a lattice isomorphic to U⊕3 and thus produces a representation of
the alternating group A4 on O(U⊕3 ).
After tensoring with R, this representation becomes a direct sum of two copies of the
reflection representation, and so S4 preserves a positive-definite 3-plane P ⊂ U⊕3
R . The
subgroup A4 ⊂ S4 will act on P in an orientation-preserving manner. In order to extend this
action to the K3 lattice U⊕3 ⊕ E8 (−1)⊕2 , note that there exist two perpendicular copies of
the A3 root system in an E8 root system such that the associated embedding A3 ⊕ A3 ,→ E8
has the property that its orthogonal complement is spanned by two mutually perpendicular
(+4)-vectors. So if we let A4 act on each summand of E8 (−1)⊕2 through this embedding,
then the resulting action of A4 on the K3-lattice U⊕3 ⊕ E8 (−1)⊕2 ∼
= Λ has the property
that LG is spanned by 4 mutually perpendicular (−4)-vectors. Theorem 1.2 implies that G
is realized by a group of isometries of M relative to some Ricci-flat metric, but cannot fix a
complex structure.

3

The fixed set of a diffeomorphism of prime order

The goal of this section is to prove some results on the structure of the fixed-point set of
a finite subgroup Diff(M ) of prime order p. In the first two subsections we introduce some
basic tools we need in order to do this.
Throughout this section, N will be a connected, closed, oriented, smooth 4-manifold
and G ⊂ Diff + (N ) will stand for a finite cyclic group of prime order p ≥ 2 of orientationpreserving diffeomorphisms. Since G is a finite group acting by diffeomorphisms, the fixed
set N G is an embedded, closed, smooth submanifold of N .

3.1

The Hirzebruch G-signature theorem

The first tool we will need is the Hirzebruch G-signature theorem, which we now describe.
The assumptions are as given in the previous paragraph.
Since the G-action on N preserves orientation, each path component of N G has dimension
0 or 2. At an isolated fixed point z ∈ N G , the G-action on the tangent space Tz N preserves
a complex structure that is compatible with the given orientation, and is then given as
a 2-dimensional complex G-representation by two nontrivial complex characters χ1 , χ2 , so
equivalent to the complex representation
g ∈ G : (z1 , z2 ) 7→ (χ1 (g)z1 , χ2 (g)z2 ).

(3.1)

This is not unique: there is exactly one other complex structure with this property and
that is the conjugate of this one for which the associated characters are of course (χ̄1 , χ̄2 ).
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Therefore the signature defect def z of the G-action at z defined by
def z :=

X
g∈Gr{1}

(1 + χ1 (g))(1 + χ2 (g))
.
(1 − χ1 (g))(1 − χ2 (g))

(3.2)

is intrinsic. Since G is cyclic of prime order p, χ1 and χ2 are generators of its group of
complex characters and so χ2 = χq1 for some q ∈ F×
p . We can then also write this as
X

def z =

ζ∈µp r{1}

(1 + ζ)(1 + ζ q )
(1 − ζ)(1 − ζ q )

(3.20 )

Note that each term in this sum is real, and is the norm squared of (1 + ζ)/(1 − ζ) when
q = −1. For future reference we observe that the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality implies that
2

(1 + ζ)(1 + ζ q )
(1 + ζ)(1 + ζ −1 ) (1 + ζ q )(1 + ζ −q )
≤
+
,
(1 − ζ)(1 − ζ q )
(1 − ζ)(1 − ζ −1 ) (1 − ζ q )(1 − ζ −q )

with equality holding only when (1 + ζ q )/(1 − ζ q ) = (1 + ζ −1 )/(1 − ζ −1 ), which simply means
that q = −1. It follows that def z takes its maximal value for q = −1 and for q = −1 only.
For each 2-dimensional path component C ⊆ N G , the signature defect of the G-action at
Y is defined by (cf. [HZ], p.178, (15)):
def C :=

(p2 − 1)
C · C,
3

(3.3)

where C · C denotes the intersection product in H2 (N ; Z): it is by definition zero unless C is
orientable, in which case we choose a generator [C] of the infinite cyclic group H2 (C; Z) and
then take [C] · [C]. So when p = 2, we get def z = 0 and def C = C · C.
Since N/G is an oriented rational homology manifold, it has a well-defined signature
σ(N/G), but for our purpose we can just as well define it as the signature of the restriction
of the intersection pairing to H2 (N ; R)G .
Theorem 3.1 (Hirzebruch Signature Formula (see, e.g. (12) on page 177 of [HZ])).
Let N be a closed, oriented 4-manifold. Suppose that G is a finite subgroup of the group
Diff + (N ) of orientation-preserving diffeomorphisms of N of prime order p. Then
P
P
p · σ(N/G) = σ(N ) + z def z + C def C ,
(3.4)
where σ denotes the signature, the first sum ranges over the 0-dimensional path components
z of N G , and the second sum ranges over the 2-dimensional path components C of N G .

3.2

H2 (N ; Z) as a Z[G]-module

When N is simply-connected, a result of Edmonds gives more precise information about the
2-dimensional components of N G in terms of the G-action on H2 (N ; Z). In order to state
this we will need a few facts regarding Z[G]-modules.
If G is a finite
P cyclic group of prime order p, let IG ⊂ Z[G] denote the augmentation ideal
and let ε̌G := g∈G g ∈ Z[G] be the co-augmentation. Then Q[G] = QIG ⊕ Qε̌G decomposes
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the algebra into a direct sum of the cyclotomic field of degree p − 1 (which we shall denote
by Q(G)) and Q. Any finitely-generated Q[G]-module decomposes into a trivial module and
copies of the cyclotomic module Q(G).
There is an integral counterpart of this. First note that the image of Z[G] in Q(G) =
Q[G]/Qε̌G is its ring of integers, denoted here by Z(G). We shall refer to Z(G) as the basic
integral cyclotomic module. As recalled by Edmonds in [Ed], every finitely-generated module
H over the group-ring Z[G] which is free abelian over Z decomposes into a trivial module
and indecomposable summands that are either isomorphic to an ideal in Z(G), called integral
cyclotomic or of Z-rank p, called regular. For the primes of interest here (p = 2, 3, 5, 7) the
ideal class group of Q(µp ) is trivial, so that then every indecomposable module is principal;
that is, is isomorphic to Z, Z(G) or Z[G], respectively. Beware however that a decomposition
into isogeny types need not be unique.
Example 3.2. A Coxeter transformation c ∈ O(E8 ) is of order 30 and has as its eigenvalues
the eight primitive 30th roots of unity. So for p = 2, 3, 5, the transformation c30/p has
prime order p and does not have 1 as an eigenvalue. This makes E8 a purely cyclotomic
Z(µp )-module; its rank as a Z(µp )-module is 8/(p − 1), that is 8, 4 and 2, respectively.
The obvious ring homomorphism ψ : Z[G] → Z(G) × Z satisfies ψ(ε̌G ) = (0, p) and of
course ψ(1) = (1, 1). Thus ψ becomes a ring isomorphism if we invert p. In other words, a
regular Z[p−1 ][G] module splits into a cyclotomic and a trivial module. Put differently, the
distinction between a regular module and a sum of a cyclotomic module and a trivial module
survives reduction modulo p. Indeed, since a pth root of unity in an algebraic closure of Fp
equals 1, tensoring with Fp renders the G-action unipotent and an indecomposable regular
resp. cyclotomic module is then given by a single Jordan block of size p resp. p − 1. Here is
simple, but useful observation.
Lemma 3.3. Let H be a free abelian group of finite rank and G ⊂ GL(H) a subgroup of
prime order p. Assume that as a Z[G]-module, H has only regular and trivial summands
and that the ideal class group of Q(µp ) is trivial. If g ∈ G is a generator, then the image of
g − 1 : H → H is a direct summand of H as a Z-module (and equal to the intersection H 6=1
of H with the subspace of HC where g acts with eigenvalues 6= 1).
If H is endowed with a G-invariant unimodular form, then H 6=1 = (H G )⊥ and has discriminant lattice an Fp -vector space of dimension equal to the number of regular summands
in H.
Proof. Our assumptions imply that H is as a Z[G]-module a direct sum of copies of Z[G]
and trivial Z[G]-modules, and so it suffices to check this for the case H = Z[G]. But then
the image of g − 1 is the augmentation ideal IG ⊂ Z[G] and is indeed a direct summand.
Now assume that H comes with G-invariant unimodular form and choose a Z[G]-linear
isomorphism H = Z[G]ν ⊕ Zµ . The projector p1 ε̌G defines orthogonal projection onto HQG . It
is clear that the image of this projector is h p1 ε̌G i⊕ν ⊕Zµ . Since H is unimodular, the image
of this projection can be identified with (H G )∨ . It follows that (H G )∨ /H G is a Fp -vector
space of dimension ν. Since H 6=1 is the orthogonal complement of H ⊥ in H its discriminant
group is canonically isomorphic to that of H ⊥ .
We can now state the following.
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Proposition 3.4 (Edmonds, (Prop. (2.4) of [Ed])). Let N be a closed, oriented, simplyconnected 4-manifold and G ⊂ Diff + (N ) a finite cyclic subgroup of prime order p. Let t, c
and r denote the number of trivial, cyclic and regular summands of H 2 (N ; Z) as a Z[G]module. Then
b0 (N G ; Fp ) + b2 (N G ; Fp ) = t + 2
and
b1 (N G ; Fp ) = c,
where bi (N G ; Fp ) stands for the ith Betti number with Fp -coefficients, dimFp H i (N G ; Fp ).

3.3

Cyclotomic summands and topology of the fixed set

In this subsection we concentrate on the case when G is a cyclic subgroup of order p of
Diff(M ), with p prime. We denote a generator of G by f .
Recall that a spin structure on a 4-manifold N is a lift of the structure group SO(4) of
f
the tangent bundle T N to its universal (2-sheeted) cover SO(4)
(we will review this notion
in more detail in § 3.5).
Lemma 3.5 (Basic properties of M G ). Let G ⊂ Diff(M ) be a finite cyclic subgroup.
Then:
1. G is orientation preserving.
2. M is a spin manifold and G preserves a spin structure on M .
3. M G is a finite union of points and closed, orientable 2-manifolds.
Proof. The first property was already noted in the introduction and appears here for the
sake of record only.
Since M is a K3 manifold, π1 (M ) = 0 and ω2 (M ) = 0. It follows that M has a unique
spin structure, so that any diffeomorphism must preserve this spin structure, proving (2).
By averaging any smooth Riemannian metric under the G action, G preserves some
Riemannian metric on M . It follows that M G is a (possibly disconnected) closed manifold.
Since G is orientation-preserving, it acts on the normal bundle of any component C of M G as
special orthogonal transformation without eigenvalue 1. This implies that such a component
has even dimension (it is a finite union of points and closed 2-manifolds). This argument
also shows that if C is a surface component and G has odd order, then this normal bundle
must be orientable (so that C is orientable). If p = 2 then Proposition 3.2 of [Ed] implies,
since G is orientation-preserving and spin-preserving, that M G is orientable.(3 ) This proves
(3).
Denote by ν the multiplicity of the cyclotomic character of the G-action on H2 (M ; Q).
Note that the cyclotomic character has degree p − 1, which implies that
3

ν(p − 1) ≤ 22 − 3 = 19.

In this and in other results quoted from [Ed], the hypothesis is actually that the G-action is locally linear.
This is satisfied for any diffeomorphism.
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Proposition 3.6 (Topology of M G ). Let G be cyclic subgroup of prime order p of the
diffeomorphism group of the K3 manifold M which pointwise fixes a positive 3-plane in
H2 (M ; R). Denote by ν the multiplicity of the rational cyclotomic character of the G-action
on H2 (M ; Q). Then the following hold:
1. The Euler characteristic of M G is
χ(M G ) = 24 − νp.

(3.5)

2. The signature of M/G is
σ(M/G) = σ(H2 (M ; R)G ) = ν(p − 1) − 16.
3. The signature defect of the G-action on M is
P
P
C def C = (p − 1)(νp − 16).
z def z +

(3.6)

∼ R22 decomposes into ν cyclotomic summands (each of which has
Proof. Since H2 (M ; R) =
dimension p−1) and 22−(p−1)ν trivial summands, and since the character of each cyclotomic
summand equals −1, it follows that the Lefschetz number of a generator f of G is
L(f ) = 1 + 1 · (22 − (p − 1)ν) + (−1) · ν + 1 = 24 − νp.
But χ(M G ) = χ(M f ) = L(f ), the first equality following since f generates G; the second
following from the Lefschetz Fixed-Point Theorem. This proves (1).
As noted in § 3.2, H2 (M ; Q) decomposes as a direct sum of 1-dimensional trivial and
(p−1)-dimensional cyclotomic G-representations. By definition there are ν and so 22−ν(p−1)
of the former. Since we assumed that H2 (M ; R)G contains positive-definite 3-plane, it follows
that the intersection form on H2 (M ; R) restricts to a bilinear form on H2 (M ; R)G of type
(3, 19 − ν(p − 1)). Thus σ(H2 (M ; R)G ) = ν(p − 1) − 16, proving (2).
Given this, the G-signature Formula (Theorem 3.1) implies
P
P
C def C = p(−16 + ν(p − 1)) + 16 = (p − 1)(νp − 16),
z def z +
proving (3).

3.4

Smooth involutions have finite fixed set

In this subsection we focus on the case p = 2. Throughout this section we also assume that
G fixes pointwise a positive-definite 3-plane in Λ. This implies that LG is the orthogonal
complement of H 2 (M )G in H 2 (M ) and that LG is negative definite.
The first part of the following proposition is due to Bryan ([Bry], Section 4.2) and was
obtained by him in a somewhat different manner. It has in common with our proof that it
is based on Seiberg-Witten theory.
Proposition 3.7. Let G ⊂ Diff(M ) be a subgroup of order 2. Then the fixed set M G consists
of 8 points and the Z[G]-module H2 (M ) has 8 regular summands, 6 trivial summands and
no cyclotomic summands.
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Proof. Let P ⊂ H 2 (M ; R) a positive-definite 3-plane pointwise fixed by G. By Lemma 3.5,
M G is a finite union of points and closed surfaces. That lemma also tells us that the G-action
preserves a spin structure on M . A result of Atiyah-Bott ([AB], Proposition 8.46) states that
then all components of M G have the same dimension: 0 or 2. We first exclude the last case.
Suppose otherwise and assume that M G is a finite union C1 ∪ · · · ∪ Cm of closed, connected
surfaces, m ≥ 1.
Since all components of M G have the same dimension, Corollary 2.6 of Edmonds [Ed]
implies that the classes of any m − 1 elements of {C1 , . . . , Cm } in H2 (M ; F2 ) span an (m − 1)dimensional subspace. In particular each Ci defines a nonzero class in H2 (M ; F2 ). Since Ci
is orientable by Lemma 3.5, it will then even support
a nonzero integralP
class.
P
Formulas (1) and (3) of Proposition 3.6 give i χ(Ci ) = 24 − 2ν and i Ci · Ci = 2ν − 16,
and so they combine to give
X

χ(Ci ) + Ci · Ci = 8
(3.7)
i

We claim that each term on the left-hand side of (3.7) is ≤ 0; this evidently gives a contradiction. If Ci · Ci < 0, then the fact that the intersection form on M is even implies that
Ci · Ci ≤ −2, and hence χ(Ci ) + Ci · Ci ≤ 0. On the other hand, when Ci · Ci ≥ 0, then
as we have seen, Ci supports a nonzero integral homology class, and then the adjunction
inequality of Kronheimer-Mrowka (Theorem 1.1 of [KM]) asserts that it is then still true
that χ(Ci ) + Ci · Ci ≤ 0, as desired.
Now that we know that M G is finite, we invoke the signature defect formula 3.6-(3). It
tells us that 0 = 2ν −16, so that ν = 8. Substituting this in the Lefschetz formula 3.6-(1) then
gives that M G consists of 8 points. Proposition 3.4 shows that the Z[G]-module invariants
of H2 (M ) cannot have any cyclotomic summands, and so the number of regular and trivial
summands will be as asserted.
Proposition 3.7 is already enough to prove Corollary 1.10.
Proof of Theorem 1.10. First note that a Dehn twist TS ∈ Diff(M ) induces an element of
O(HM ) that is reflection in a (−2)-vector. Suppose that g : M → M is a diffeomorphism of
finite order such that g∗ = (TS )∗ . If h g i denotes the group generated by g, then the existence
of the natural surjection h g i → h g∗ i ∼
= Z/2Z implies that the order of g is even, say 2m,
m
m ≥ 1. Then g is a smooth involution. Since g∗ = (TS )∗ has order 2 then either g∗m equals
(TS )∗ , so that g m ∈ WG , or that (g m )∗ is the identity. Since g m is a smooth involution which
evidently does not satisfy the conclusion of Proposition 3.7, we get a contradiction.
Corollary 4.12 gives a more precise description of how an involution acts on M .

3.5

Resolution of a spin orbifold of dimension 4

Let G ⊂ Diff(M ) be any finite group. When M G has an isolated fixed point p then the
quotient M/G is not a manifold, since a neighborhood of the image of p in M/G is the cone
on a lens space. The goal of this section is to explain how one can sometimes resolve M/G
to obtain a new smooth manifold M 0 equipped with a smooth G-action. We then deduce
properties of the original action from properties of M 0 .
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We begin with a general discussion of how to construct spin structures on certain resolutions. We will apply this to the resolved quotient of a K3 surface by a finite group of prime
order.
Spin structures. Recall that a spin structure on an oriented 4-manifold W amounts to
a lift of the structural group of its tangent bundle to the universal cover of SL4 (R) (which
has degree 2). In other words, if SLW → W denotes the bundle of oriented bases of the
tangent spaces of W (this is a principal SL4 (R)-bundle), then a spin structure is given by
f W → SLW , called a spinor bundle, which defines a connected (and hence
a double cover SL
universal) cover of each SL4 (R)-orbit. A necessary and sufficient condition for its existence
is the vanishing of the second Stiefel-Whitney class w2 (W ) of the tangent bundle. It is
unique up to isomorphism if and only if the first Stiefel-Whitney class also vanishes. We
note here that if W is closed then the existence of a spin structure on W implies that its
intersection form is even: this follows from a special case of Wu’s formula, which states that
x ∪ x = w2 (W ) ∪ x for all x ∈ H 2 (W ; F2 ) (see for instance [MS]).
Let G be a finite subgroup of Diff(W ) that preserves the spin structure in the sense that
f W → W . We say that G is even if G admits a
every element of G lifts to the spinor bundle SL
f
lift as a group to SLW (so that there is no need to extend G with the covering transformation
f W → SLW ).
of SL
Suppose W is a complex manifold endowed with a nowhere zero holomorphic 2-form ω.
Then there is a reduction of the structural group of the tangent bundle to SL2 (C) by letting
SL(C)W be the bundle of complex bases on which ω takes the value 1. Since SL2 (C) is simply
connected, the inclusion SL2 (C) ⊂ SL4 (R) lifts canonically to an embedding of SL2 (C) in
the universal cover of SL4 (R), and hence this gives rise to a spin structure on W . So a finite
group of diffeomorphisms of W that preserves both the complex structure and the form ω
comes with a lift to the associated spinor bundle: it is even.
The resolved orbit space. In what follows we consider the following special case: G is a
nontrivial finite subgroup of SL2 (C) and W is an open contractible G-invariant neighborhood
of the origin in C2 , for example the unit ball with respect to a G-invariant inner product.
Note that this contains the important case when G is of order two, its nontrivial element
being the antipodal involution. We observe that G then also leaves (dz1 ∧ dz2 )|W invariant.
The group G acts freely on W r {0} and so the G-orbit space WG of W has, as a (normal)
singular point, the image of the origin, which we shall denote by 0G ; topologically it is the
open cone over the quotient of a 3-sphere by a free G-action.
This singularity has a well known resolution π : W 0 → WG . Here W 0 is a complex
manifold of dimension 2, the map π is holomorphic and is an isomorphism over WG r 0G
and D := π −1 (0G ) is a normal crossing curve whose irreducible components are all copies of
P1 having self-intersection −2 (we call such an irreducible component a (−2)-curve). They
meet each other transversally in such a manner that the dual intersection graph is the Dynkin
diagram of type A, D or E.
The case that interests us most is when G is cyclic of order n, in which case D is a
chain of (−2)-curves, n − 1 in number, so that the dual intersection diagram is of type
An−1 . Moreover, the holomorphic form ω := (dz1 ∧ dz2 )|W , which because of its G-invariance
descends to a nowhere zero holomorphic 2-form on WG r0G , extends across W 0 as a nowherezero holomorphic 2-form ω 0 . This proves that the SL2 (C)-reduction of the tangent bundle of
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the G-orbit space of W r {0} (which is just W 0 r D) extends to W 0 . In particular, W 0 comes
with a spin structure.
Conversely, suppose that we are given a pair (W 0 , D), where D is a normal crossing divisor
that is a deformation retract of the complex surface W 0 and is of the type above: a finite
union of (−2)-curves meeting transversally so that the dual intersection graph is a Dynkin
diagram of type A, D or E. Then G = π1 (W 0 r D) is finite. The universal cover of W 0 r D
is a complex surface that extends over W 0 as a complex normal variety that has singularities
over the singular part Dsg (the set of normal crossing points) of D. These can be resolved in
a minimal manner to produce a complex manifold W̃ and a holomorphic map π 0 : W̃ → W 0
such that π 0 is a double cover over W 0 r Dsg and the preimage D̃ of D is a normal crossing
divisor.
The normal crossing divisor D̃ is simply-connected: its irreducible components are copies
of P1 and the dual intersection graph is a tree. In fact, D̃ contains at least one exceptional
curve of the first kind (a (−1)-curve), and if we contract such curves and keep on doing that
until none are left to contract, then we have in fact contracted all of D̃. We thus obtain a
proper holomorphic map π : W̃ → W to a complex surface which maps D̃ to a singleton {o}
and is an isomorphism over W r {o}. The naturality of this construction guarantees that the
G-action extends to W̃ and descends to W with o as its unique fixed point. A nowhere zero
holomorphic 2-form ω 0 on W 0 determines one on W which is G-invariant and this identifies
G with a finite subgroup of SL(To W ).
Note that if n = 2, then D is a single (−2)-curve and the construction of W̃ requires
no blowing up: it is just a double cover of W 0 ramified over D and the preimage D̃ of D
is a (−1)-curve that can be blown down to produce the surface W on which G acts as an
antipodal involution. In a global setting this construction yields the following.
Corollary 3.8 (Resolved orbit space). Let W be an oriented 4-manifold. Let G be a finite
subgroup of Diff + (W ) such for every p ∈ W the stabilizer Gp acts in some neighborhood of p
by an SL2 (C)-model, in the sense that there is a C2 -valued oriented chart in terms of which
the stabilizer Gp acts as a subgroup of SL2 (C). Then the set F ⊂ W of p ∈ W for which
Gp 6= {1} is discrete. Further, there is a diagram in the category of G-manifolds endowed
with a G-invariant union of submanifolds that meet transversally:
π

π

0

W
W
(W, F ) ←−
− (W̃ , D̃) −−
→ (W 0 , D)

−1
−1
0
and it is obtained locally as above: πW
F = D̃ = πW
0 D with G acting trivially on W so that
∼
=

W rF ←
− W̃ r D̃ → W 0 r D
is the formation of the G-orbit space of W rF . Both D̃ and D admit neighborhoods and complex structures in terms of which they become normal crossing divisors of the type described
above. If W comes with a G-invariant spin structure then so does W 0 , and vice versa.
Proof. At every p ∈ W with Gp 6= {1}, we choose a C2 -valued chart κ : U ,→ C2 that is
orientation preserving and Gp -equivariant relative to an embedding Gp ⊂ SL2 (C). The given
spin structure on this chart is trivial and the preceding discussion shows that the resulting
spin structure on the Gp -orbit space of U r {p} extends (uniquely) across the resolution of
the Gp -orbit space of U .
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4

Prime order subgroups of Diff (M )

Nikulin determined [Nik1] which abelian groups G can appear as automorphism groups of
some complex K3 surface X that act trivially on H 2,0 (X). In our setting these are precisely
the abelian subgroups of Diff(M ) that fix a positive 3-plane in ΛR and some complex structure
on M . If we assume that G is cyclic of prime order p, then the primes p that occur are 2, 3, 5, 7.
A more detailed study for the case p = 2 was given by Morrison [Mor] and Van Geemen-Sarti
[vGS] and for the odd primes by Garbagnati-Sarti [GS]. There is in fact a very helpful picture
in terms of an elliptic fibration that enables us to get a good understanding of the topology
of such an action. We will say more about this in Section 4.7.
In this section G ⊂ Diff(M ) has prime order p ≥ 2. Throughout this section we also
assume that G fixes pointwise a positive-definite 3-plane in ΛR = H2 (M ; R). This implies
that LG is the orthogonal complement of ΛG in Λ and that LG is negative definite.

4.1

A first reduction for the case p odd

Let RG be the set of (−2)-vectors in LG . Since LG is negative definite, RG is finite. It is in
fact a root system whose roots are all of the same length. This implies that its irreducible
components are of type A, D or E. We show here that there are only two possibilities which
are in a sense opposite extremes.
Theorem 4.1 (Dichotomy). Let G ⊂ Diff(M ) be a group of prime order p ≥ 3, and
suppose that G fixes pointwise a positive-definite 3-plane in H2 (M ). Assume that H2 (M )
has as a Z[G]-module no cyclotomic summands. If ν is the number of regular summands
then ν(p + 1) ≤ 24 with equality holding if and only if (p, ν) ∈ {(3, 6), (5, 4), (7, 3)}. In this
case M G consists of ν points with the G action on the tangent space at each point factoring
through a representation to SL2 (C).
Furthermore, precisely one of the following holds:
(Nikulin type) RG = ∅ and the above inequality is an equality. Moreover there is a possibly
different action of G on M that acts on H2 (M ) as the given one and which preserves a
complex structure and Ricci-flat Kähler metric M and a nonzero holomorphic 2-form
on the resulting complex surface.
(Coxeter type) RG is a subsystem of type Aνp−1 , spans LG and G acts in each Ap−1 summand as a Coxeter transformation of that summand.
Remarks 4.2.
1. In the ‘Nikulin type’ case of Theorem 4.1 we do not know whether the
given G-action preserves a Ricci-flat Kähler structure, but as will become clear below,
we can come close. We also suspect that the Coxeter case never occurs.
2. It follows from Corollary 2.2 of Chen-Kwasik [CK] that if G preserves a symplectic
form then M G is finite and G acts in the tangent space of each fixed point through
SL2 (C). It then follows from Proposition 3.4 that H2 (M ) has as a Z[G]-module no
cyclotomic summands. So in this case Theorem 4.1 implies that ν(p + 1) = 24, so that
the dichotomy there described holds.
We now turn to the proof of Theorem 4.1.
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Proof of Theorem 4.1. The proof is in three steps.
Step 1: The action of G on RG is via an element of the Weyl group W (RG ).
Let v ∈ RG and let g ∈ G r {1}. Then gv 6= ±v and so v and gv are linearly independent.
They therefore span a negative sublattice of rank 2. Since v · v = gv · gv = −2, P
it follows that
v · gv ∈ {−1, 0, 1}. Since LG has no nonzero G-fixed vectors, we must have g∈G gv = 0.
We cannot have v · gv = 0 for all g ∈ G rP
{1}, for then the G-orbit of v consists of pairwise
orthogonal vectors and this contradicts
g∈G gv = 0. So for some g ∈ G, we will have
v · gv = 1 and it then follows that Gv generates an irreducible root system of rank ≤ p − 1.
(This must be of rank exactly p − 1 with G acting in a standard manner as there are no
nontrivial Q[G]-modules of lower rank.)
Let Ro be an irreducible component of RG . From what we just proved it follows that
G preserves Ro . We claim that G acts on Ro as an element of the Weyl group W (Ro ). If
this were not so then it would act nontrivially on the Dynkin diagram of Ro . The Dynkin
diagrams of type A, D or E with a nontrivial automorphism are Ar (r ≥ 2), Dr (r ≥ 4) and
E6 . For all but D4 this is an automorphism group is of order 2 (and so this cannot happen
since we assumed p odd) and for D4 and the group in question is isomorphic to S3 . This
last case cannot happen either, because then p = 3 and any order 3 automorphism of a D4
root system which is not in the Weyl group permutes three mutually perpendicular roots
and hence will fix a vector.
Step 2: ν(p + 1) ≤ 24 and equality holds if and only if (p, ν) ∈ {(3, 6), (5, 4), (7, 3)} and M G
consists of ν points with G acting in the tangent space of each such point through SL2 (C).
M G is a union of m ≥ 0 isolated points z1 , . . . , zm and r ≥ 0 connected, embedded
subsurfaces C1 , . . . , Cr . Formulas (1) and (3) of Proposition 3.6 give
m+

r
X
j=1

1
p−1

m
X
i=1

χ(Cj ) = 24 − νp,
r

def zi +

p+1X
Cj · Cj = νp − 16,
3
j=1

and so they combine to give
m

r

i=1

j=1

X

1 X
p+1
def zi +
χ(Cj ) +
Cj · Cj = 8.
m+
p−1
3

(4.1)

Since by assumption H2 (M ) has as a Z[G]-module no cyclotomic summands, Proposition 3.4
implies that each Cj has genus zero. In other words, χ(Cj ) = 2 for each j. As we have seen,
each Cj supports a nonzero integral homology class, so that by the adjunction inequality of
Kronheimer-Mrowka (Theorem 1.1 of [KM]), Cj · Cj ≤ −2. Hence each term of the second
sum on the left-hand side of (4.1) is ≤ 0. It follows that
m

1 X
m+
def zi ≥ 8.
p−1
i=1
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As we already observed in § 3.1, the maximal value of def zi is assumed in the case where the
action G-action on Tzi M factors through SL2 (C); this value is as Chen-Kwasik note (Lemma
2.4 of [CK]) equal to 31 (p − 1)(p − 2). Thus we get the inequality
1
m + (p − 2)m ≥ 8, or equivalently, (p + 1)m ≥ 24.
3
Pr
On the other hand, m + j=1 χ(Cj ) = 24 − νp and so m + νp ≤ 24 ≤ (p + 1)m, which implies
that ν ≤ m and hence that ν(p + 1) ≤ 24.
Suppose we have equality:
ν(p+1) = 24. Then it follows that ν = m and all the equalities
Pr
(2
+ p+1
above are equalities:
j=1
3 Cj · Cj ) = 0 and since Cj · Cj ≤ −2, this means that
G
r = 0 (and so M finite) and (p, ν) ∈ {(3, 6), (5, 4), (7, 3)} and def zi = 31 (p − 1)(p − 2) for all
i = 1, . . . , m, which means that G acts in Tzi M through SL2 (C).
Step 3: Proof of the dichotomy.
Choose a generator g ∈ G and let w ∈ W (RG ) be such that w acts on RG as g∗ . Then g∗
and w commute so that either g∗ w−1 has still order p in O+ (Λ) or g∗ = w. In the first case,
g∗ w−1 generates a subgroup G0 ⊂ O+ (Λ) of order p with the property that LG0 contains no
(−2)-vectors. According to Nikulin [Nik1], this can only happen when LG0 has rank (p − 1)ν0
with (p, ν0 ) ∈ {(3, 6), (5, 4), (7, 3)}. In all these cases (p + 1)ν0 = 24. It is also clear that
ν0 ≤ ν. But since (p + 1)ν ≤ 24 (by step 1), it then follows that ν0 = ν. So then LG = LG0 ,
meaning that RG = ∅ and the action of G being of Nikulin type.
In the second case, we are given that g is contained in a finite reflection group W . We
then write g∗ = rv1 ◦ · · · ◦ rvm for certain (−2)-vectors v1 , . . . , vm in RG . According to Lemma
3 of [Car], we then may take the vi to be linearly independent, so that m = ν(p − 1).
The root system generated by the v1 , . . . , vν(p−1) has only summands of type A, D or E
and its Weyl group contains g∗ as an element of prime order p. R.W. Carter’s Table 3 in
[Car] tells us that such an element is given by a Coxeter transformation of a root subsystem
R0 , all of whose components are of type Ap−1 . We are given that LG is contained in a
Z[G]-submodule of Λ that is isomorphic to Z[G]ν . This means that there exist v1 , . . . , vµ in
Λ such that LG has basis
{g j (g − 1)vi : i = 1, . . . , ν; j = 1, . . . , p − 1}.
Since R0 generates a sublattice of LG of finite index, this can only happen when each (g −1)vi
is a (−2)-vector. But then it is clear that the above basis must be a root basis of R0 . In
particular R0 = RG spans LG .
The content in the rest of Section 4. Of the two possibilities in the dichotomy of
Theorem 4.1, only the Coxeter case is explicit. The other, more interesting case, is when LG
contains no (−2)-vector. Since its existence was established by Nikulin, this lattice has been
the subject of further study (see below for references). Yet such studies have mostly been on
a case-by-case basis, sometimes aided with computer calculations.
Our take here is somewhat different: it is entirely uniform (it is not based on a caseby-case treatment and includes the case p = 2) and leads to a novel characterization of
lattices of Nikulin type (see Proposition 4.9ff). This will be the key to our proof that the
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finite prime order subgroups of Diff(M ) which leave invariant a complex structure make up a
single conjugacy class (Theorem 1.6). At the same time we analyze the homological aspects
of the resolved orbit space construction. Indeed we arrive at the candidate for LG via this
construction which involves another lattice that we shall refer to as the Nikulin lattice (for
p = 2 this was exhibited by Morrison and was thus called by Van Geemen-Sarti). This lattice
will also help us to identify the characters of G associated to its representation on the tangent
space of a fixed point. We will thus see how close we come to eliminating the Coxeter type
in Theorem 4.1. We shall see for p = 2 that we will always have a Nikulin-type situation and
indeed, we will find that then the answer is: quite close.

4.2

The resolved orbifold MG

We assume in this subsection that if p is odd then G acts at each fixed point according to
an SL2 (C)-model (when p = 2 then M G is finite by Proposition 3.7, so this is then always
the case). We denote by ν the number of rational cyclotomic summands in ΛQ . This is then
also the number of fixed points of G in M and we have (p + 1)ν = 24 (either by Proposition
3.7 or Theorem 4.1). We begin by applying the construction of Corollary 3.8.
Proposition 4.3. Let p ≥ 2. When p > 2 assume that the group G acts at each fixed point
according to an SL2 (C)-model. Then L∨
G /LG is an Fp -vector space of dimension ν. Further,
if we form the resolved orbit space as in Corollary 3.8:
π

π

0

M
M
→ (M 0 , D),
(M, M G ) ←−
− (M̃ , D̃) −−

then M 0 is homeomorphic to a K3 manifold and the rank of H2 (M 0 r D) is 2ν − 2.
Proof. It is clear that M 0 is a oriented closed 4-manifold. It is simply-connected since the
inclusion M 0 r D ⊂ M 0 induces a surjection on fundamental groups; π1 (M 0 r D) is cyclic of
order p and a generator will die in M 0 near a point in D of total ramification.
Since the irreducible components of D have an intersection matrix that is negative definite, the map H2 (D; Q) → H2 (M 0 ; Q) is injective and has image a negative-definite subspace
of dimension ν(p−1) (there are ν pairwise disjoint copies of chains of length p−1.) Its orthogonal complement is the image of H2 (M 0 r D0 ; Q). The transfer map identifies H2 (M 0 r D; Q)
with H2 (M r M G ; Q)G and multiplies the intersection pairing with p. The latter has signature (3, 19 − (p − 1)ν). Hence H2 (M 0 ) has signature (3, 19 − (p − 1)ν + (p − 1)ν) = (3, 19).
Since M has a unique spin structure, G must leave that structure invariant and so M 0 inherits a spin structure. Wu’s formula then implies that the intersection form on M 0 is even.
Freedman’s classification of closed, simply-connected 4-manifolds (Theorem 1.5 of [Fr]) then
implies that M 0 must be homeomorphic to a K3 manifold.
The rank of H2 (M 0 r D) is 22 minus the rank of H2 (D). Since the latter is ν(p − 1), we
get 22 − νp + ν = (−2 + ν) + ν = 2ν − 2.
We continue with the situation of Proposition 4.3. Consider part of the exact sequence
of the Gysin sequence for the pair (M 0 , D):
H 1 (M 0 r D) → H2 (D) → H 2 (M 0 ) → H 2 (M 0 r D) → H1 (D).
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The first and the last term are zero: since π1 (M 0 r D) = G it follows that H 1 (M 0 r D) =
Hom(G, Z) = 0 and the simple-connectivity of D implies that H1 (D) = 0. The result is a
short exact sequence with the middle term free abelian.
Let Np denote the primitive hull of H2 (D) in H 2 (M ) so that Np /H2 (D) can be identified
with the torsion of H 2 (M 0 rD). By the universal coefficient theorem, the torsion subgroup of
H 2 (M 0 rD) is Ext1 (G, Z) and hence cyclic of order p. It follows that Np contains H2 (D) as a
sublattice of index p. The lattice H2 (D) is isomorphic to A⊕ν
p−1 . Since the discriminant group
∨
Ap−1 /Ap−1 is cyclic of order p, the lattice H2 (D) (as embedded in H 2 (M 0 )) has discriminant
group an Fp -vector space of dimension ν. Since Np contains H2 (D) as a sublattice of index
p, the discriminant group N∨
p /Np is an Fp -vector space of dimension ν − 2. Essentially by
construction we now have an exact sequence
0 → Np → H 2 (M 0 ) → H 2 (M 0 r D)tf → 0,
where tf stands for the torsion free quotient. The duality between H 2 (M 0 rD)tf and H2 (M 0 r
D) is realized inside H 2 (M 0 ; Q): if we regard H2 (M 0 r D) as embedded in H 2 (M 0 ) via
H2 (M 0 r D) → H2 (M 0 ) ∼
= H 2 (M 0 ), then it is simply the orthogonal complement of Np in
2
0
2
0
H (M ) and H (M r D)tf is identified with H2 (M 0 r D)∨ ⊂ H2 (M 0 r D; Q) ⊂ H 2 (M 0 ; Q) as
the image of H 2 (M 0 ) under the orthogonal projection along Np . In particular, this identifies
the discriminant groups of H2 (M 0 rD) and Np and under this identification the discriminant
quadratic forms are each others opposite. Since the group N∨
p /Np is a Fp -vector space,
pH 2 (M 0 r D) ⊂ H2 (M 0 ) and hence the intersection pairing on H 2 (M 0 r D)tf takes values in
1
0
p Z. In other words, if we multiply the pairing on H2 (M ) with p, we obtain an integral form
on H 2 (M 0 r D)tf : it makes H 2 (M 0 r D)tf (p) a lattice.
∗ identifies H 2 (M 0 )/N ∼ H 2 (M 0 r D) with H 2 (M )G , but
Proposition 4.4. The map πM
0
p =
tf
multiplies the intersection pairing with p. It also defines an injective morphism of exact
sequences of which the top sequence is naturally split:

0

H2 (D̃)

cycle

H 2 (M̃ )G
∗
πM
0

0

Np

cycle

H 2 (M )G

0

∼
=

H 2 (M 0 )

H 2 (M 0 r D)tf

0

Dually, the map πM 0 ∗ induces an isomorphism H2 (M )G ∼
= H 2 (M 0 r D) that multiplies the
intersection pairing with p. It defines a morphism of exact sequences of which the top sequence
is naturally split:
0

H 2 (D̃)

H2 (M̃ )G
πM 0 ∗

0

N∨
p

H2 (M 0 )
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H2 (M )G

0

∼
=

H2 (M 0 r D)

0

Proof. We first examine the unramified G-cover M r M G → M 0 r D. For such a cover we
have a spectral sequence
E2p,q = H p (G; H q (M r M G )) ⇒ H p+q (M 0 r D).
Since M G is finite and M is a simply connected 4-manifold, H 1 (M rM G ) = 0 and H 2 (M ) →
H 2 (M r M G ) is an isomorphism. So E2p,1 = 0. On the other hand, E2p,0 = H p (G; Z) is trivial
in odd degrees and a copy of Fp in positive even degrees, whereas E20,q = H q (M r M G )G . It
p,q
follows that E∞
= E2p,q when p + q = 2 so that we have a short exact sequence
0 → Fp → H 2 (M 0 r D) → H 2 (M )G → 0.

(4.2)

This establishes the isomorphism H 2 (M 0 r D)tf ∼
=
= H 2 (M )G . The isomorphism H2 (M )G ∼
2
0
H (M r D) is obtained in a similar manner by means of the spectral sequence
2
Ep,q
= Hp (G; Hq (M r M G )) ⇒ Hp+q (M 0 r D),
2 = 0, but that E 2 = H (G; Z) is a copy of F
where we now need to observe that again Ep,1
p
p
p,0
in odd positive degrees and trivial in even positive degrees.
The lower exact sequence of the first diagram maps to the exact sequence of the pair
(M̃ , M̃ r D̃), of which the relevant part is

H 1 (M r M G ) → H2 (D̃) → H 2 (M̃ ) → H 2 (M r M G ) → H1 (D̃).
∼
The extremal terms vanish: we already noted that H 1 (M r M G ) = 0 and H 2 (M r M G ) =
2
H (M ) and since the connected components of D̃ are simply connected, H1 (D̃) = 0. This
not only gives a short exact sequence and also identifies it (via Poincaré duality on M and
M̃ ) with the one associated to the pair (M̃ , D̃):
π

∗
0 → H2 (D̃) → H2 (M̃ ) −−M−→
H2 (M ) → 0,

∗ . It therefore remains exact if we pass to G-invariants. This
and this sequence is split by πM
proves the exactness of the top sequence.
Since πM∗0 takes the fundamental class of M̃ to p times the fundamental class of M 0 , the
vertical maps multiply the intersection forms with p. The splitting property follows from
the fact that M̃ → M is an iterated blow-up: the image of the cycle map H2 (D̃) → H 2 (M̃ )
supplements the image of H 2 (M ) → H 2 (M̃ ) and equals its orthogonal complement with
respect to the intersection pairing.
The assertions regarding the second diagram are proved in a similar fashion.

As we will make clear in Subsection 4.3 below, Proposition 4.4 implies that the Nikulin
lattice completely determines the discriminant form of LG and hence its ‘genus’.

4.3

The Nikulin lattice

In this subsection we give a complete description of Np as a lattice. Number the fixed points
of G on M by p1 , . . . , pν and write Di resp. D̃i for the connected component of D resp. D̃
over pi . We number the irreducible components of Di by Di,1 , . . . , Di,p−1 so that Di,j and
Di,j 0 are disjoint unless |j − j 0 | ≤ 1. These irreducible components come with an orientation
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and we will identify them with the homology classes in H2 (D) that they represent. Thus
H2 (Di ) is as a lattice isomorphic with Ap−1 (−1) and the basis {Di,j } of H2 (D) consists of
(−2)-vectors and makes up a system of simple roots.
The group H2 (Di )∨ /H2 (Di ) is cyclic of order p. The way we numbered
Pp−1 the basis of
H2 (Di ) yields a natural representative for a generator, namely $i := p1 j=1
jDi,j . This is
in fact the antipode of a fundamental weight: $i · Di,j = 0 unless j = p − 1, in which case we
get −1. This also shows that $i · $i = 1−p
p . Note however that if we number the elements
of Di in the opposite direction (replacing Di,j by Di,p−j ), then this replaces j by p − j.
AP
generator of Np /H2 (D) can be represented by some $ ∈ H2 (D)∨ . We write this as
$ := νi=1 ki $i with ki ∈ {0, 1, . . . , p − 1}. If we replace in the exact sequence above M 0
by a regular neighborhood Ui of Di , then the preimage of Ui will still be connected and so
the same argument shows that ki 6= 0. But since the numbering of the elements of Di in
the opposite direction replaces Di,j by Di,p−j (and hence ki by p − ki ), only the image of ki2
in F×
p is well-defined. The following proposition not only determines these images, but also
gives a concrete geometric interpretation of them.
ν
Proposition 4.5. After possible renumbering, the image of (k12 , . . . , kν2 ) in (F×
p ) is for p =
2, 3, 5, 7 equal to respectively (1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1), (1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1), (1, 1, 4, 4) and (1, 4, 2). If
we then let (k1 , . . . , kν ) equal respectively (1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1), (1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1), (1, 1, 2, 2) and
(1, 2, 3) and let
p−1
ν
X
ki X
$ :=
jDi,j ,
p
i=1

j=1

then Np = H2 (D) + Z$ is an even overlattice of H2 (D) whose (−2)-vectors are those of
H2 (D). Furthermore, if g ∈ G has characters χi , χ−1
in Tpi M (for a complex structure on
i
ki
−ki
Tpi M compatible with the given orientation), then {χi , χ−1
i } = {χ1 , χi }.
This completely determines the isomorphism types of the lattices H2 (M 0 r D) and ΛG .
Proof. Since $ ∈ Np , we must have
ν

ν

1−pX 2
1−pX 2
ki = $ · $ ∈ 2Z, or equivalently,
ki ≡ 0
p
2
i=1

(mod p).

i=1

If p = 2 then there is nothing to verify, except perhaps to observe that −1
2 ·8 is indeed even. If
P
1−p
×
2
p is odd then 2 ∈ Fp and so this is then equivalent to i=1 ki ≡ 0 (mod p). The squares
×
×
in F×
3 , F5 , F7 are resp. {1}, {1, 4}, {1, 2, 4}. The linear combinations that are divisible by p
ν
admit a unique solution: up to a permutation the image of (k12 , . . . , kν2 ) in (F×
p ) is equal to
resp. (1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1), (1, 1, 4, 4) and (1, 2, 4). This clearly fixes the isomorphism type of Np .
For the given choices of (k1 , . . . , kν ) we see that $ · $ is resp. −4, −4, −8, −12, and one can
check that this does not introduce any new (−2)-vectors in Np .
For the assertion regarding the action of G on the tangent spaces at the fixed points, let
Wi be the ball-like neighborhood of pi that we used to complex-linearize the G-action at pi .
So we obtain a regular neighborhood Wi0 of Di in M 0 for which Wi0 r Di ⊂ M 0 r D induces an
isomorphism on fundamental groups and hence defines an isomorphism G ∼
= H1 (Wi0 r Di ).
0
0
The exact sequences for the pair (Wi , Wi r Di ) and (M, M r D) produce the commutative
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diagram
H2 (M )

H1 (M r D)

H 2 (D)

0

∼
=

H2 (Di )

H1 (Wi0 r Di )

H 2 (Di )

0

in which the middle map is given by projection. The upper sequence identifies H1 (M r D)
with the cokernel of H2 (M 0 ) → H 2 (D), which is just H2 (D)∨ /N∨
p . The element $ ∈ Np
defines a map x ∈ H2 (D)∨ 7→ x · $ ∈ Q takes values in p1 Z and is of course Z-valued on
∨
∨ ∼ 1
N∨
p . Indeed, its reduction modulo Z defines an isomorphism H2 (D) /Np = p Z/Z, so that
√
x 7→ exp(2π −1x · $) defines a nontrivial character χ on G. On the other hand, the lower
sequence identifies H1 (Wi0 rDi ) with the cokernel of H2 (Di ) → H 2 (Di ) ∼
= H2 (Di )∨ which has
0
∼
the image of $i as a generator. Via√the identification H1 (W
√ i rDi ) = G the character
√ χ takes
on this generator the value exp(2π −1$i · $) = exp(2π −1$i · ki $i ) = exp(2π −1ki /p),
and so the assertion follows.
The discriminant group of H2 (M 0 r D) is canonically isomorphic to the one of Np (and
so is an Fp -vector space of dimension ν − 2) and under this isomorphism their discriminant
quadratic forms are opposite. By Proposition 4.4, H2 (M 0 r D) has rank 2ν − 2 and its
intersection pairing is indefinite. Since that rank is at least two more than the number
(ν − 2) of generators of the discriminant group of H2 (M 0 r D), this completely determines
the isomorphism type of H2 (M 0 r D) by Corollary 1.13.3 of [Nik2]. This is then also true
for ΛG since
ΛG ∼
= H 2 (M 0 r D)tf (p) = H2 (M 0 r D)∨ (p)
by Proposition 4.4.
Remark 4.6. The numbers ki in Proposition 4.5 are recognized in terms of an elliptic
fibration (see Figure 1 and Subsection 4.7 for more details) as the rotation numbers: we can
label the Ip -fibers F1 , . . . , Fν such that g ∈ G rotates in Fi over ki times the angle over which
it rotates in F1 .
Lemma 4.7. The lattice Np has the following properties.
1. The (−2)-vectors of Np are those of H2 (D); that is, the elements of the root system
R = tνi=1 Ri , with each Ri of type Ap−1 with root basis {Di,j }j .
2. P
The discriminant group
P of Np is represented by the set
P of Fp -linear combinations
ν
l
$
for
which
k
l
=
0
modulo
the
span
of
$
=
i=1 i i
i i i
i k i $i .
3. The group of orthogonal transformations Q
of Np that act trivially on its discriminant
group N∨
/N
is
the
Weyl
group
W
(R)
=
p
p
i W (Ri ) of R.
P
Proof. For (k1 , . . . , kν ) as above, we see that $ · $ = (1 − p)/p. i ki2 is resp. −4, −4, −8,
−12 and one may check that this does not introduce any new (−2)-vectors in Np . This shows
that R is as claimed. As to the other statement, we shall assume that p is odd, leaving the
case p = 2 as an exercise (which amounts to a minor modification of the proof below).
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The orthogonal group of Np is a semi-direct product of the Weyl group W (R) and a
permutation group of the collection {Di,j }i,j . This permutation group has as a subgroup
the permutations which preserve each irreducible component. That subgroup can then also
be represented by the transformations which induce in each component plus or minus the
identity (minus the identity is not in a Weyl group of type Ap−1 if p > 2). Hence we can
realize this group also as one which permutes the $i ’s up to sign. Consider the inclusions
∨
H2 (D) ⊂ Np ⊂ N∨
p ⊂ H2 (D) .
∨
2
ν
The
P discriminant group H2 (D) /H (D) is an Fp -vector space with basis {$i }i=1 and $ =
i ki $i defines an isotropic vector in it that defines a generator of Np /H2 (D). Since $i ·$i =
(1 − p)/p, it follows that N∨
/H2 (D) is represented in terms of this basis by the hyperplane
pP
ν
of l = (l1 , . . . lν ) ∈ Fp with i li ki = 0. So N∨
p /Np is identified with the quotient of this
hyperplane by the span of k = (k1 , . . . , kν ). The group of permutations of the basis vectors
of Fνp up to sign acts faithfully on this quotient and thus the lemma follows.

We now describe our candidate for LG in terms of the Nikulin lattice Np . For this, let
% ∈ H2 (D)∨ be the Weyl vector, characterized by the property that it takes the value 1 on
each Di,j . So if we write this out on the basis {Di,j }i,j , then
%=

ν
X

%i with %i =

i=1

− 12

p−1
X
j=1

j · (p − j)Di,j .

When p is odd, this is in fact an element of H2 (D). We compute
%·%=

ν
X
i=1

%i · %i = −

p−1
νX
ν(p − 1)p(p + 1)
= −2(p − 1)p,
j · (p − j) = −
2
2·6

(4.3)

j=1

where we used that ν(p + 1) = 24. In particular, % · % ≡ 0 (mod p).
We note that %i · $i is minus the coefficient of Di,p−1 in %i , which is − 12 (p − 1), and so
P
P
(4.4)
% · $ = νi=1 %i · ki $i = 12 (p − 1) νi=1 ki .

4.4

A Leech type sublattice of the Nikulin lattice

The following lattice will play a central role in the rest of this paper.
Definition 4.8 (The lattice Lp ). Let Lp ⊂ Np to be the sublattice of the vectors x ∈ Np
on which % · Di,j ≡ 0 (mod p) for all i, j.
Note that by the above computation % lies in Lp . We will see that Lp is a lattice which
possesses some remarkable properties. To illustrate this, let us observe that for p = 2 this
1
8
reproduces the lattice E8 (−2). Indeed, L2 (− 21 ) is by
Pdefinition the set of (x1 , . . . , x8 ) ∈ ( 2 Z)
for which the each difference xi −xj is integral and i xi is even and this is one of the classical
descriptions of E8 [Serre].
The Weyl group W (Ri ) contains an element σi of order p that takes Di,j to Di,j+1 for
P
j = 1, . . . , p − 2, and Di,p−1 to Di,0 := − p−1
j=1 Di,j , and Di,0 back to Di,1 (it is a Coxeter
k1
element). Let σ = (σ1 , . . . , σνkν ) ∈ W (R). Any element of W (R), so in particular σ, leaves
invariant any overlattice of H2 (D) such as Np .
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Proposition 4.9. The sublattice Lp of Np is of index p, and contains %. It has also the
following properties
1. Lp is negative definite of rank ν(p − 1) and contains no (−2)-vector(4 ).
2. The discriminant group L∨
p /Lp is an Fp -vector space of dimension ν.
3. The group Cp of automorphisms of Lp that act trivially on L∨
p /Lp is cyclic of order p
(and generated by σ).
Proof. The proof is in three steps.
Step 1: The sublattice Lp of Np is of index p, contains %, but no (−2)-vector and L∨
p /Lp is
an Fp -vector space of dimension ν.
It is clear that x ∈ Np → % · x ∈ Z is onto and so Lp is a sublattice of Np of index p
2
∨
ν
∨
as claimed. Hence |L∨
p /Lp | = p · |Np /Np | = p . The assertion that Lp /Lp is an Fp -vector
1
∨
∨
space then amounts to the property that pLp ⊂ Lp . Since p % maps to a generator of L∨
p /Np ,
∨
it follows that pL∨
p = pNp + Z%. The latter is a subgroup of Np on which % takes values in
Zp, hence is contained in Lp .
We now check that Lp contains no (−2)-vectors. Since we already know that all the
(−2)-vectors in Np lie in H2 (D), it suffices to show that % takes on every root in H2 (D) a
value thatPis not divisible by p. To this end, we note that every positive root in H2 (Di ) is of
the form sj=r Di,j with 1 ≤ r < s ≤ p − 1; on such a root % takes the value r − s and this
is never divisible by p.
Step 2: σ preserves Lp and acts trivially on L∨
p /Lp .
∨ + 1 Z% and
We must show that σ − 1 takes L∨
that L∨
p to Lp . We again use
p = Np P
p
P
that N∨
/H
(D)
is
represented
by
the
Z-linear
combinations
l
$
for
which
2
i
i
p
i
i ki li ≡ 0
(mod p). We therefore first check this on H2 (D) (regarded as a sublattice of N∨
).
p
For this we note that σ(Di,j ) − Di,j (with j = 1, . . . , p − 1) is of the form Di,j 0 − Di,j
where j 0 can also take the value 0. Its inner product with % is therefore zero or −p, so that
this is an element of Lp . P
P
Next we check this for i li $i with i ki li ≡ 0 (mod p). We compute that

σiki ($i )
and so

= $i −

p−1
X

Di,j

j=ki

p−1
ν
X
X
X
X
σ(
li $i ) −
li $i = −
li
Di,j .
i

i

i=1

j=ki

ToP
test whether the
P right hand
P side lies in Lp , we take its inner product with %. This gives
− i li (p − ki ) = i ki li − p i li and this is indeed a multiple of p. This proves that σ − 1
takes N∨
p to Lp .
4

In the terminology of Nikulin, Lp is a lattice of Leech-type.
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We finally show that (σ − 1)( p1 %) ∈ Lp . A straightforward computation shows that
(σ − 1)( p1 %i ) = (σiki − 1)( p1 %i ) = ki $i −

Pki

j=1 jDi,p−j

so that
(σ − 1)( p1 %) = $ −

Pν

i=1

Pki

j=1 jDi,p−j .

Using Equation 4.4 we see that the value of % on the right-hand side is
ν
X

1
2 ki (p

i=1

− 1) −

ν
X

1
2 ki (ki

i=1

− 1) = − 12

ν
X
i=1

ki (ki − p).

(4.5)

If p = 2 then the
side of (4.5) is − 12 · 8 = −4, which is indeed even; if p is odd then
P right-hand
the fact that i ki2 is divisible by p implies that the right-hand side of (4.5) is also divisible
by p. So in all cases, (σ − 1)( p1 %) ∈ Lp .
Step 3: Any automorphism of Lp that acts trivially on L∨
p /Lp is a power of σ.
Pp−1
First note that the W (Ri )-orbit of $i is the p-element set {$i − j=p−r
Di,j }p−1
r=0 and
that this realizes W (Ri ) as the full permutation group of that orbit. By taking the inner
product with %i and then reducing modulo p, this orbit gets identified with Fp . We thus
faithfully represent W (R) as a permutation representation of Fνp .
Let g ∈ O(Lp ) act trivially on L∨
p /Lp . Since Np is an overlattice of Lp , it then follows
that g preserves Np and acts trivially on N∨
p /Np . According to Lemma 4.7, g will then be
an element of the Weyl group W (R). This element must preserve H2 (D
Pi ) ∩ Lp . Now an
element of Ri (the set (−2)-vectors in H2 (Di )) is up to sign of the form sj=r Di,j for some
1 ≤ r < s ≤ p − 1 and on that vector % takes the value r − s. This shows that the elements
of Ri on which % takes a value 1 (mod p) is {Di,j }p−1
j=0 . It is clear that g must permute these
p−1
roots. Notice that the “Dynkin diagram” of {Di,j }j=0 (given by their inner products) is that
of a p-gon. Hence g acts on this p-gon as a rotation: it cannot reverse its orientation because
such a transformation will not be in the Weyl group W (Ri ) and so it will be a rotation. This
ni
means that g acts in H2 (Di ) as some power
σi .
P σi of the Coxeter transformationP
ν
∨
Let l = (l1 , . . . , lν ) ∈ Z be such that i ki li ≡ 0 (mod p), so that $(l)
:=
i li $i ∈ Lp .

We are given that (g − 1)$(l) ∈ Lp . In particular, ρ · (g − 1)$(l) ≡ 0 (mod p). Now
P
g($i ) − $i = σini ($i ) − $i = − p−1
j=ni Di,j and so
0 ≡ ρ · (g − 1)$(l)) =

ν
X
i=1

li ρi · (

p−1
X

j=ni

−Di,j ) =

ν
X
i=1

−li (p − ni ) ≡

ν
X

li ni

(mod p).

i=1

P
As this must be true for all l = (l1 , . . . , lν ) ∈ Zν with i li ≡ 0 (mod p), it follows that
(n1 , . . . , nν ) is proportional to (k1 , . . . , kν ). This proves that g = σ n1 .
The lattices Lp appear in the literature implicitly beginning with the work of Nikulin.
Although he does not exhibit the lattices themselves, he proves a uniqueness assertion which
we state as follows.
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Proposition 4.10 (Nikulin [Nik1], Thm. 4.7). Let L be a negative-definite lattice without
(−2)-vectors which admits an orthogonal automorphism of prime order p that acts trivially
on L∨ /L. If L admits an embedding in the K3 lattice Λ then p ∈ {2, 3, 5, 7} and L ∼
= Lp .
An alternative proof of Theorem 4.10 using Niemeier lattices was later given by Hashimoto
[Ha]. The lattices themselves have been exhibited by Morrison [Mor] and Van Geemen-Sarti
[vGS] for p = 2 and by Garbagnati-Sarti [GS] for the odd primes in a case-by-case manner
(they denote the lattice Lp by Ωp ).
The Lp comes with the structure of a rank ν module over Z[Cp ]. Since the co-augmentation
acts trivially, this factors through a Z(Cp )-module structure. The Cp -invariance of the symmetric bilinear form on Lp implies that the map h : Lp × Lp → Z[Cp ] defined by
X
h(u, u0 ) :=
(u · gu0 )g
g∈Cp

is a hermitian form, by which we mean that h is Z[Cp ]-linear in the first variable and that
h(u, u0 ) = h(u0 , u), where the bar is the anti-involution in Z[Cp ] induced
by the inversion
P
g ∈ Cp 7→ g −1 ∈ Cp . If we compose h with the augmentation we get g∈Cp (u · gu0 ) = 0 and
so h takes its values in the augmentation ideal. For that reason, we may as well compose h
with the projection Z[Cp ] → Z(Cp ). We thus recover for odd p (up to scalar) the hermitian
modules found by Garbagnati-Sarti [GS] (they also identify L3 as the Coxeter-Todd lattice).
A priori the group O(Lp ) will for odd p only induce semi-linear transformations for this
structure (meaning that they can induce a nontrivial Galois automorphism of Z(Cp )); these
will all be linear precisely when Cp is central in O(Lp ).
Theorem 4.1 of [GS] states that
p = 3 implies ΛG ∼
= U ⊕ U(3)⊕2 ⊕ A2 (−1)⊕2 ,
p = 5 implies ΛG ∼
= U ⊕ U(5)⊕2 ,
p = 7 implies ΛG ∼
= U(7)⊕( 21 14 ) (the second summand can be identified with the orthogonal
complement of an embedding of A6 in E8 ).
Remark 4.11. Recall that the ν-dimensional Fp -vector space L∨
p /Lp comes with a nondegenerate quadratic form. There is an evident homomorphism O(Lp ) → O(L∨
p /Lp ), which by
Proposition 4.9 has as kernel the group generated by σ. We will denote this group by Cp .
∼
For p = 2 this map is onto: we already noticed that L2 ∼
= E8 (−2) so that L∨
2 /L2 = E8 ⊗ F2 ,
and it is well-known that the orthogonal group of the latter is the Weyl group of E8 modulo
its center (see for example Bourbaki, Groupes et Algèbres de Lie, Ch. 6, Exercice §4, 1). This
also implies that the discriminant form on L2 is different than that of A1 (−2)⊕8 . On the
other hand, one can show that for p odd, Lp has the same genus as A⊕ν
p−1 . This is one reason
why we are not able to push the classification as far as for p = 2.

4.5

The case p = 2

Using what we have proved so far in this section, we can now prove Theorem 1.12.
The following corollary illustrates the power of Proposition 4.5.
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Corollary 4.12. In case p = 2, we have LG ∼
= E8 (−2). In particular, LG contains no
(−2)-vectors. In fact, G then defines an involution of Nikulin type in the sense of Definition
1.11: there exists an isomorphism Λ ∼
= U⊕3 ⊕ E8 (−1) via which G acts by exchanging the
E8 (−1)-summands.
Proof. We found that the Nikulin lattice N2 has a discriminant group an F2 -vector space
of dimension 6. It is not hard to check that its discriminant form is that of U(2)⊕3 . It
follows from Nikulin’s uniqueness theorem that in the situation of Propositions 4.4 and 4.5,
the orthogonal complement H2 (M 0 r D) of N2 in H2 (M 0 ) is isomorphic to U(2)⊕3 ⊕ E8 (−1).
The dual of this lattice is U⊕3 ( 12 ) ⊕ E8 (−1) and hence ΛG ∼
= U⊕3 ⊕ E8 (−2) by Proposition
4.4. This is turn implies that LG is a lattice whose discriminant form is that of E8 (−2).
Since LG has rank 8 and is negative definite, it follows that LG ( 21 ) is unimodular negative
definite. It cannot be odd, because then LG ∼
= A1 (−1)⊕8 and this has not the discriminant
form of E8 (−2). It follows that LG ∼
= E8 (−2) as asserted.
It then also follows that the embedding ΛG ⊕ LG ⊂ Λ is isomorphic to (U⊕3 ⊕ E8 (−2)) ⊕
E8 (−2) ⊂ U⊕3 ⊕ E8 (−1), where the two copies of E8 (−2) embed in E8 (−1)⊕2 as resp. the
diagonal and the antidiagonal. It is clear that via such an isomorphism, G simply exchanges
the E8 (−1)-summands.
Since we arrived at this Corollary 4.12 via a symplectic resolution, we obtain additional
geometric information, for this also tells us how to recover the G-action topologically: start
off with an oriented smooth manifold M 0 that is homeomorphic to a K3 surface and find in
it a disjoint union D of 8 embedded 2-spheres with self-intersection −2 such that H 2 (D; Z)
meets H 2 (M 0 ) in H 2 (M 0 ; Q) in N2 . This implies that M 0 admits a double covering M̃ 0 → M 0
ramified along D. The preimage D̃ of D in M̃ 0 consists 8 pairwise disjoint 2-spheres with
self-intersection −1. These can be contracted to produce a smooth 4-manifold homeomorphic
to the K3 surface. The covering transformation then gives us the G-action.
Remark 4.13. This comes close to, but does not quite produce, a classification of Diff(M )conjugacy classes of involutions of Nikulin type. In the complex-analytic setting the resolved
orbit space M 0 produces a genuine K3 surface and one can show that the involutions thus
obtained lie in a single conjugacy class in Diff(M ). It is not clear to us whether every
involution of the type considered here belongs to that class. For example, we do not know
whether our M 0 is always diffeomorphic (rather than homeomorphic) with a K3 surface. But
even if this were the case, then we would still need to know whether the isotopy classes of
‘Nikulin submanifolds’ D ⊂ M 0 that define a given primitive embedding of the Nikulin lattice
in H2 (M 0 ) make up a single orbit under the Torelli group of M 0 .
Proof of Theorem 1.8. Let G ⊂ Mod(M ) be a subgroup of order 2. Ruberman (Theorem
2.1 of [Ru]) and Matumoto [Ma2] proved that if a closed spin 4-manifold X with H1 (X) = 0
admits a smooth involution acting trivially on H2 (X), then X has signature 0. Since the K3
manifold M has H1 (M ) = 0 and is spin, but has signature −16, it follows that the induced
representation G → Aut(HM ) ∼
= O+ (Λ) is faithful. We can therefore identify G with its
image in O+ (Λ).
The space Gr3+ (ΛR ) of positive-definite 3-planes in ΛR is the symmetric space of O+ (ΛR ),
whose natural O+ (ΛR )-metric has nonpositive sectional curvature. Thus any finite G acting
on this space has a fixed point; that is, G leaves invariant some positive-definite 3-plane
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P ⊂ ΛR . There are two cases to consider according to whether or not the induced G-action
on P is trivial.
If the G action on P is nontrivial then LG = 0. Theorem 1.2 then implies that G can be
realized as a group of automorphisms of a complex structure on M endowed with a Ricciflat Kähler metric. In particular the subgroup G ⊂ Mod(M ) can be realized as a group of
diffeomorphisms.
If the G-action on P is trivial then Corollary 4.12 implies that a necessary condition for
G to lift to Diff(M ) is that LG contain no (−2)-vector. But Theorem 1.2 shows that this is
also sufficient: then too G can then be realized as a group of automorphisms of a complex
structure on M endowed with a Ricci-flat Kähler metric.

4.6

Nielsen realization relative to a Ricci-flat metric

In this subsection we deduce some geometric consequences of our study of Lp .
Lemma 4.14 (Moduli space of Ricci-flat metrics). Let i : Lp ,→ Λ be a primitive
embedding. Extend the Cp action to Λ by letting it act trivially on i(Lp )⊥ . Denote by R(i)
the space of Ricci-flat metrics s on M for which Cp lies in the image of the isometry group
of (M, s). Then the orbit space of R(i) with respect to the natural action of the Torelli
group of M can be identified with the complement of a locally-finite union of submanifolds of
codimension 3 in the symmetric space of positive 3-planes in the orthogonal complement of
i in ΛR ; in particular, it is a connected manifold of dimension 3(2ν − 5). This manifold is
the base of a fine moduli space: it supports a universal family of Ricci-flat K3 manifolds.
Conversely, if s is a Ricci-flat metric on M , then every cyclic group of isometries of
(M, s) of order p that pointwise fixes a positive 3-plane in ΛR arises in this manner for some
primitive embedding i : Lp ,→ Λ.
Proof. Since Cp acts trivially on L∨
p /Lp , its action on Lp extends to Λ by letting it act as
the identity on the orthogonal complement of i; this is the extension to which our notation
i∗ Cp refers. In this way i∗ Cp is a subgroup of O(Lp ).
If s is a Ricci-flat metric on M , then in view of the Torelli theorem, the isometry group of
(M, s) acts faithfully on Λ and a necessary and sufficient condition that this group contains
Cp is that the positive 3-plane Ps ⊂ ΛR defined by its self-dual harmonic 2-forms has the
property that its orthogonal complement Ps⊥ (so that is the space of antiselfdual harmonic
2-forms) does not contain a (−2)-vector and contains the image of i. In other words, the
⊥ does not
moduli space in question is the space of positive 3-planes P ⊂ i(Λ)⊥
R for which P
⊥
contain a (−2)-vector. The space of positive 3-planes P ⊂ i(Λ)R is the symmetric space
⊥
Di of the orthogonal group of i(Λ)⊥
R , and the locus of positive 3-planes P ⊂ i(Λ)R that are
also perpendicular to a given (−2)-vector v defines a symmetric subspace of codimension 3.
These symmetric subspaces are locally finite in Di and hence the moduli space is as asserted.
It is known that this support a universal family (see Corollary 5.5 of [Lo]).
If s is a Ricci-flat metric on M and G is a subgroup of isometries of (M, s) of order p
which pointwise fixes a positive 3-plane in ΛR , then Ps⊥ contains LG . In particular, LG does
not contain any (−2)-vector and is therefore by Nikulin’s uniqueness property 4.10 of the
above type.
Building on all of the above material, we can now finish the proof of Theorem 1.6, which
classifies all prime order groups G ⊂ Diff(M ) preserving some complex structure.
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Proof of Theorem 1.6. Let us first observe that in the situation of Lemma 4.14 the embedding
i determines an orbit of order p subgroups of Diff(M ) with respect to the action of the Torelli
group. This is because we have associated to i a fine moduli space with connected base, whose
monodromy representation on Λ is trivial.
We now let i vary. The orthogonal complement for every primitive embedding of Lp in
Λ is even and indefinite of rank 2ν − 2 (it has signature (3, 2ν − 5)) and its discriminant
group of Lp has ν generators. Since ν < 2ν − 2, it follows from Nikulin’s Thm. 1.14.1 and
Prop. 1.14.2 [Nik2] that such primitive embeddings satisfy the weak form of Witt’s theorem,
by which is meant that the sublattices L ⊂ Λ isomorphic to Lp make up a single orbit under
O(Λ). Since O(Λ) = {±1} O+ (Λ), it then follows that it is also a single orbit under O+ (Λ).
If we combine this with the preceding, we find that the cyclic subgroups G of Diff(M ) of
order p which preserve a Ricci-flat metric and for which LG is negative definite make up a
single conjugacy class.
For the proof of Theorem 1.6 it remains to make the passage from invariant Ricci-flat
metric metrics to invariant complex structures. As we recalled earlier [HKLR], the twistor
theory shows that a Ricci-flat metric s on M is a Kähler metric for a 2-sphere of complex
structures, and that every complex structure so arises. In fact, for every complex structure
J on M and every automorphism g of (M, J) for which Lh g i is negative definite, there exists
a Ricci-flat metric s that is a Kähler metric relative to J and for which g is an isometry.

4.7

Elliptic fibrations

As we saw, if a cyclic group G of prime order acts faithfully on a K3 surface, then p ∈
{2, 3, 5, 7}. Van Geemen-Sarti (for p = 2) and Garbagnati-Sarti (for p odd) show that this
can then be realized as a subgroup of the Mordell-Weil group of an elliptic K3 surface X with
ν = 24/(p + 1) fibers of Kodaira type Ip and as many fibers of type I1 . (We recall here that
a Im -fiber is for m > 1 a ‘cycle’ of (−2)-curves, m in number and I1 is a rational curve with
a node.) So the sum of the Euler characteristics of the singular fibers is ν(p + 1) = 24, which
is indeed the Euler characteristic of M . The G-action is then realized as the Mordell-Weil
group - the group of automorphisms that preserve each fiber and act on it as a translation.
Each nontrivial element of G acts in each Ip -fiber as a nontrivial rotation (but not necessary
over the same angle, see below). It also acts nontrivially in each I1 -fiber and as observed
earlier, the singular points of such fibers account for all the G-fixed points (see Figure 1).
In what follows we give a homological description of the elliptic fibration (with and
without a section) on which Cp acts. The geometrically most useful one is the case when Cp
preserves each fiber, but as we will see for p 6= 7, there exist also fibrations that permutes
the fibers.
Elliptic fibrations with fiberwise Cp -action. We here describe the homological model
of an elliptic fibration that is fiberwise preserved by the Cp -action, as depicted in Figure 1.
Let Z be a copy of Z, but regarded as a rank one lattice with zero quadratic form. Denote
its generator by f . Define an embedding i : Np → Np ⊕ p1 Z by x ∈ Np 7→ x + p1 (% · x)f and
let
N̂p := i(Np ) + Z ⊂ Np ⊕ p1 Z.
The definition of Lp shows that N̂p meets the first summand in Lp and the second summand
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in Z. For i = 1, . . . , ν and j = 1, . . . , p − 1 let
D̃i,j := i(Di,j ) = Di,j + p1 f ∈ N̂p
Pp−1
P
so that D̃i,0 := Di,0 + p1 f ∈ N̂p . Also recall that Di,0 = − j=1
Di,j and p−1
j=0 D̃i,j = f .
Extend the Cp -action to Np ⊕ p1 Z by letting it act trivially on p1 Z. Since % is an element of
∨
pL∨
p , and σ − 1 takes Lp (and hence Np ) to Lp , it follows that i(σ − 1) takes its values in Z.
In other words, N̂p is Cp -invariant.
Suppose we are given primitive embedding N̂p ,→ Λ. If M is endowed with a complex
structure J for which the image of this embedding is the Picard lattice (i.e., the orthogonal
complement of H 2,0 (M, J)), then the theory of K3 surfaces ensures that after possibly multiplying this embedding with −1 (in order to make it compatible with the spinor orientation),
f is the class of an elliptic fibration. This elliptic fibration has for each i = 1, . . . , ν a singular
fiber of type Ip whose irreducible components have as classes the images of {D̃i,j }p−1
j=0 , and
ν other singular fibers of type I1 . The Torelli theorem ensures that Cp uniquely lifts to the
automorphism group of (M, J) as in Figure (1) so that LCp is then just the image of Lp .
Remark 4.15. If the singularities of the quotient X/G are resolved in a minimal manner (as
in § 3.5) we obtain a K3 surface X 0 that is also elliptically fibered, but one for which the Gorbit space of each Ip -fiber resp. I1 -fibers of X yields an I1 -fiber resp. resolves to an Ip -fiber
of X 0 . So X 0 is of the same type as X. In each smooth fiber F the group G is contained in
its translation group T (F ) (an elliptic curve for which F is a principal homogeneous space);
it is in fact a subgroup of order p of the p-torsion group T (F )[p]. The G-orbit space F 0
of F has translation group T (F )/G and the image of T (F )[p] in T (F )/G is a group that
is via the Weil pairing (or equivalently, the symplectic form on H1 (F )) naturally identified
with G0 := Hom(G, C× ). One can show that G0 in fact acts on X 0 and that repeating this
construction with (X 0 , G0 ) returns a copy of (X, G).
Elliptic fibrations with Cp -action permuting the fibers. The advantage of the above
model is that it helps us to understand the geometry of the Cp -action. But a K3 surface
X with an elliptic fibration and an automorphism of order p is not necessarily of the above
type, as we will see below this can happen when p = 2, 3, 5 (the algebraic counterpart of
this observation is somewhat implicit in §5 of Garbagnati-Sarti [GS]), but not for p = 7. We
here use that for such p there exists an embedding i : Lp ,→ Λ such that i(Lp )⊥ contains
a copy of U (as is shown in [GS]). Let f be one of the isotropic generators of this copy so
that i(Lp ) ⊕ Zf is a primitive sublattice of Λ. The Torelli theorem guarantees the existence
of a complex structure J on M such that X := (M, J) has i(Lp ) ⊕ Zf as its Picard lattice.
This K3 surface comes with a faithful action of Cp and ±f is the class of an elliptic fibration
X →B ∼
= P1 that will be left invariant under the Cp -action. We want to understand how
Cp acts on this fibration.
Since X has no (−2)-curves, the Kodaira classification of singular fibers implies that these
must be all irreducible: either nodal or cuspidal. So if a fiber Xt is singular and Cp -invariant,
then the number of fixed points of Cp it contains is equal to its Euler characteristic: one
when Xt is nodal (the fixed point is its singular point) and two when Xt is cuspidal (the
singular point and a smooth point). This implies that Cp cannot preserve each fiber, for then
the number of fixed points would at least be equal to the Euler characteristic of X, which
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is 24 and this is > ν. So Cp acts nontrivially on the base B ∼
= P1 of the pencil. In terms
of an affine coordinate t on B this action will be as multiplication with a primitive pth root
of unity, so that the fibers X0 (over t = 0) and X∞ (over t = ∞), contain the fixed points.
Each of these comes with an automorphism of order p and the number of the fixed points
must add up to ν. If X0 (or X∞ ) is smooth, then for p = 2 it can have four fixed points
(minus the identity with respect to a fixed point) and for p = 3 it can have three (but only
when X0 has j-invariant zero). Singular fibers different from 0, ∞ lie over free Cp -orbits in
P1 r {0, ∞}. This then leads to the following possibilities only.
For (p, ν) = (2, 8), X0 and X∞ must be smooth and each must contain four fixed points,
the involution being the standard one described above. So there will be in general 12 free
C2 -orbits of singular fibers. So we will have in general 24 nodal curves. The 24 points in
P1 r {0, ∞} will consist of 12 antipodal pairs.
For (p, ν) = (3, 6), X0 and X∞ must be smooth and each contains three fixed points (so
they have j-invariant zero) and there will be in general eight C3 -orbits of singular fibers.
For (p, ν) = (5, 4), X0 and X∞ must each be cuspidal and contain two fixed points and
there will be in general four C5 -orbits of singular fibers.
This type of reasoning also shows that the case (p, ν) = (7, 3) cannot occur. For then
the three fixed points are contained in the union of the invariant fibers X0 and X∞ , so that
one them (say X0 ) must be cuspidal (the other is then nodal). At the cusp, we then choose
complex-analytic coordinates (z1 , z2 ) so that t = z13 + z22 and the Cp -action is linearized. It is
then clear that Cp must act on the tangent space with characters (χ2 , χ3 ) with χ primitive.
This however contradicts the fact that it acts through SL2 (C). The impossibility of this case
answers a question raised by Garbagnati-Sarti at the end of their paper [GS].
The lattice of an elliptic fibration with a section. We only discuss the more interesting
case, when Cp preserves the fibers. Elliptic fibrations endowed with a section are obtained by
enlarging N̂p to a lattice Kp = N̂p + Zs whose quadratic form is determined by stipulating
that s is perpendicular to i(Np ), s · f = 1 and s · s = −2. It is then clear that the orthogonal
complement of i(Np ) in Kp is spanned by f and s. The basis {(e := s + f, f )} identifies this
orthogonal complement with U, so that
Kp = i(Np ) ⊕ U ∼
= Np ⊕ U.
Let us also determine the orthogonal complement of Lp in Kp . This clearly contains f .
Since for x ∈ Np ,
0 = s · i(x) = s · (x + p1 (% · x)f ) = s · x + p1 % · x = (s + p1 %) · x,
we see that ps + % ⊥ Lp . This also shows that s · % = − p1 % · % = 2(p − 1) and so
(ps + %) · (ps + %) = −2p2 + 4p(p − 1) − 2(p − 1)p = −2p.
0
Since s · f = 1, it follows that e0 := ps + % + f is isotropic and that L⊥
p = Ze + Zf is a copy
of U(p). It also follows that the Cp -action on Lp extends to Kp by letting it fix e0 and f , for
then (σ − 1)(s) = (σ − 1)(−%/p) and we know that σ − 1 takes %/p ∈ L∨
p to Lp .
The algebro-geometric interpretation is that for a primitive embedding of Kp ,→ Λ that
is compatible with the spinor orientation there exist complex structures J on M for which
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the image of Kp is the Picard lattice, f the class of an elliptic fibration, and s the class of a
section. The group Cp then lifts uniquely to (M, J) so that every Cp -translate of this section
is also one and the image of Lp is LCp .
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